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Abstract 
Author: Jin Woo Lee 
Title : Development of Multidisciplinary Design Optimization Process for a Large Scale 
Hybrid Composite Wind Turbine Blade 
Institution : Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University 
Degree : Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering 
Year: 2011 
Development of a multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) of a large scale hybrid 
composite wind turbine blade is performed. Multiple objectives are considered in the MDO 
process to maximize annual energy production and lifetime profit, minimize weight and power 
production rate. A wind turbine blade is divided into regions and the layup sequences for each 
region are considered as design variables. The scale of wind turbine blade is also considered to 
find the optimum size of a wind turbine blade. Applied loads due to extreme wind conditions 
for rotor rotation and rotor stop condition are considered for finite element analysis (FEA) to 
evaluate the structural strength. The designed structural strength and stiffness are demonstrated to 
withstand the loads due to harmonic excitation from rotor rotation. An MDO process for obtaining an 
optimum hybrid composite laminate layup and an optimum length of a wind turbine blade is 
developed and illustrated in this research. The finite element (FE) model and cost estimation 
model are calibrated and the developed MDO process is verified for an optimum design. The 
optimum hybrid composite layup sequence and size of a large scale wind turbine blade are 
highlighted in this research. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, the demand for renewable energy sources is rapidly growing to reduce the 
emission of greenhouse gases [1, 2]. The energy production using wind turbines is one of the 
most promising solutions to generate electricity from a reusable source. According to recent 
Wind Technologies Market Report of the U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), wind power 
contributed to about 39% of all new U.S. power generation plants [3]. Currently, 1.8% of 
electricity produced in the United States is generated from wind power [4]. However, DoE Wind 
Programs lead the federal government's efforts to expand domestic wind energy capacity to 
meet 20% of U.S. electricity demand with wind energy by the year 2030 [5]. This goal is 
technically feasible and would reduce greenhouse gas emissions, stimulate economic activity 
and reduce water use [6]. As a renewable energy source, the demand of wind energy is ever 
increasing [1, 3-6]. As the demand of energy generation using wind turbines increases, a 
demand for developing technology to build large scale wind turbine blades also increases to 
generate high capacity wind turbine generators because longer blades sweep larger area and 
can harness more energy from the wind [3]. 
At present, conventional wind turbine blades are produced using glass/epoxy composite 
materials because of its high strength, light weight and reduced manufacturing cost [7]. 
However, the use of glass/epoxy to build large scale wind turbine blades has reached its limit, 
because of limited material characteristics of stiffness and density of glass/epoxy [8]. 
Graphite/epoxy is a good candidate composite material for manufacturing wind turbine blades 
i 
i 
because it has a higher strength and lower weight compared to a glass/epoxy composite blade 
structure. Although graphite/epoxy has better performance characteristics compared to 
glass/epoxy, the higher material cost of graphite/epoxy (more than 10 times) limits the use of 
graphite/epoxy in practical applications. 
Chamis et al. [9] illustrated that the hybrid composites, which are a combination of different 
composite materials, can yield combined performance and properties of composite materials. 
Ong and Tsai [10] changed the percentages of glass fiber and carbon fiber combination of 
laminates of a wind turbine blade. They compared weight and cost for the different 
percentages of glass fiber and carbon fiber combination cases and illustrated that the 
combination of different material in a laminate layup can change the weight and the cost of a 
hybrid laminate composite structure (HLCS). 
An accurate analysis will allow identification of specific combinations of separate composite 
materials to be used to form a laminated structure known as the HLCS. Precise design and 
incorporation of the HLCS in wind turbine blades could improve the efficiency of the system and 
reduce manufacturing costs. This research work will yield effective methods and processes for 
the MDO of hybrid laminated composite wind turbine blade structures. Eventually this research 
will provide solutions that support research and development efforts to meet the demand of 
wind power markets in the future. 
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2. Problem Statement 
The objective of this research is to develop an efficient optimization process which can 
produce an optimum design of a HCLS by changing the laminate layup sequence. The 
combination of different materials of a HCLS yields combined material characteristics for 
stiffness, density and cost. The change of a material, thickness and orientation of plies changes 
the stiffness matrix (so called ABD matrix) of a laminate, and the change of the stiffness matrix 
will affect to the overall stiffness characteristics of a HCLS. Furthermore, if a composite material 
has high stiffness or strength, and relatively low density, weight reduction can be achieved. 
Although the high performance material is associated with high cost, a combination with 
relatively cheap material could provide a solution to meet the manufacturing cost requirements 
and make them practical. The use of a HCLS gives wide possibility to control material 
characteristics to obtain an optimum HCLS design. 
An optimum laminate sequence can vary by regions on a HCLS. The local optimum laminate 
schedule can be found by defining regional laminate layups independently. However, there is a 
problem to find an optimum laminate sequence of multiple regions. The number of design 
variables increases drastically, as the number of independent regions increases. As the number 
of different kind of materials increases and as the number of independent layup sequence 
orderings increases, the number of design variables also increases. Nevertheless, the material 
selection, thickness and orientation of each layer need to be defined independently. In addition, 
if the HCLS is exposed to various environmental conditions and if the shape of the structure is 
complex (like an airfoil), finding an optimum layup for the HCLS which fulfill various 
requirements becomes tedious and highly complicated. Solving this research problem using an 
analytical method becomes impractical. On the other hand, obtaining an optimum laminate 
sequence for various regions using numerical analyses, and using optimization techniques, 
could provide a solution to this problem. The use of an optimizer will yield an efficient solution 
for a multidisciplinary problem with a number of design variables. 
The classical design procedures are manually performed and feedback improvements are 
done one by one when an infeasible design is encountered. For practical engineering solutions, 
cost of the product should be considered in the analysis. The cost estimation of the product 
needs to be performed simultaneously while the product is being optimized. The automated 
parameterized MDO process that is integrated with cost estimation is the answer to solve this 
multidisciplinary design problem. The automated MDO process can search optimum design in 
the design space of a parameterized design variable very efficiently. Every design evaluation will 
analyze multidisciplinary conditions, feasibility and cost of the product simultaneously. If the 
automated MDO process is used, responses of a number of evaluations can be collected in a 
relatively short time. Moreover, the optimization algorithm finds a better design based on the 
previous evaluations to obtain an optimum design. The automated parametric MDO integrated 
with cost estimation is necessary for successful product design. 
4 
Figure 1. Overview of optimization process. 
In this research, a wind turbine blade model is used as an example to illustrate the 
optimization process to obtain an optimum stacking sequence and layup configuration for a 
HCLS. A wind turbine blade is used as a baseline design which is obtained from Ong and Tsai's 
paper [10]. Ong and Tsai have done a comparison study by replacing glass fiber layers of the 
SERI-8 wind turbine blade with carbon fiber layers progressively. They compared the weight 
and cost for different laminate combinations and calculated the failure index (for a 70 m/s 
extreme wind speed condition) and the deflection for a certain point load condition. This data is 
used to build and calibrate the FE model used in this research to compare the performance of 
the optimizer and the optimum design with the designs of Ong and Tsai's paper. 
The automated optimization process is developed in this research to collect a large amount 
of responses of designs efficiently, while Ong and Tsai replaced the laminate layup manually. 
5 
The use of an optimization algorithm searches for the optimum design in the given design space 
to get a better design than the other previous designs. The automated optimization process 
and optimization algorithm will find an optimum layup sequence of the HCLS of a wind turbine 
blade very efficiently. 
6 
3. Wind Turbine Design Considerations 
3.1. Wind Turbine Operation 
Wind turbine operation can be divided into three different modes depending on the free 
stream wind speed: 
• Rotor stop mode before cut-in speed 
• Rotor rotate mode in operation wind speed 
• Rotor stop mode after cut-out speed 
When the wind speed is less than the cut-in speed, the wind turbine rotor stops because 
there is not enough energy to rotate the wind turbine rotor. The conventional range of cut-in 
speed is 0 m/s - 7 m/s. 
A wind turbine can rotate its rotor safely and generate electricity between cut-in and cut-
out wind speed. Generally, the average rotor operational wind speed reaches a maximum of 12 
m/s depending on wind conditions. In this research, 10 m/s wind speed is used for average 
operation wind speed condition. 
The highest cut-out speed used is 25 m/s. When the wind speed reaches the cut-out wind 
speed, the breaking is done to stop the rotation of the wind turbine rotor to prevent failure. 
3.2. Design Requirements 
To operate the wind turbine safely, there needs to be design requirements. The design 
requirements will serve as the boundary in the design space and those requirements will be 
applied as constraints in the optimization process. Only the designs that satisfy the 
requirements will be considered as feasible designs in the optimization process. 
The requirements considered in the design are as follow: 
• The deflection of wind turbine blade shall not exceed more than the distance 
between wind turbine blade and wind turbine tower. 
• The wind turbine blade structure shall not fail under rotor rotation condition at cut-
out speed of 25 m/s. 
• The wind turbine blade structure shall not fail under rotor stop condition at the 
extreme wind speed of 70 m/s. 
• The wind turbine blade structure shall not have resonance within ±5% range of first 
five natural frequencies in ±10% range region of average operation wind speed RPM 
range. 
• The first five natural frequencies shall be separated from each other by more than 
±5% of their natural frequencies. 
Based on international standard requirements of wind turbines [11], the safety factor of 
1.35 is applied for failure analysis of the wind turbine blade. 
8 
3.3. Blade Attach Angle 
It is important to know the blade attach angle, a, of a wind turbine blade, because it wil l 
determine the rotation axis of the wind turbine rotor. The blade attach angle is the angle ti lted 
from the rotor plane along the blade twist axis (which is the blade local X axis, when the blade 
is attached on rotor hub). The schematic definition of blade attach angle is shown in Figure 2. 
Free Stream Wind 
«—a 
Head Wind Apparent Wind 
*Z 
Rotor 
Rotation Axis 
Rotation Direction 
Figure 2. Lift and drag force experienced by turbine blades. 
The blade attach angle can be calculated using the apparent wind speed on the blade airfoil 
and the blade twist angle, 0 . If the angle of attack of the blade is assumed to be 0°, the 
difference between the angle of apparent wind direction to rotor plane, 9, and blade twist 
angle, 0, will be the blade attach angle, a. The angle between apparent wind direction and 
rotor plane can be calculated by Eq. (1) 
8
 = **-*£&) (i) 
where, V is free stream wind speed, r is local rotor radius and fl is angular speed of rotor. 
The angle 6 and cp are calculated at each mid-location of a station, and the average value of 
difference between angle 0 and angle 0 from station 3 to station 13 is used to calculate the 
blade attach angle , a. The stations 1 and 2 are not considered in this calculation, because those 
stations have a circular shape rather than an airfoil shape. The calculation of the blade attach 
angle is shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Calculation of blade attach angle, a. 
Station 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Blade 
Location (in) 
60 
84 
108 
132 
156 
180 
204 
228 
252 
276 
300 
Rotor 
Radius (in) 
85 
109 
133 
157 
181 
205 
229 
253 
277 
301 
325 
Blade Twist 
Angle, <p (deg) 
20 
14.81 
10.61 
7.29 
4.74 
2.87 
1.57 
0.74 
0.27 
0.06 
0 
Apparent Wind 
Angle, 6 (deg) 
29.53 
23.83 
19.90 
17.05 
14.89 
13.22 
11.87 
10.77 
9.86 
9.09 
8.43 
Blade Attach Angle, a 
e-<j> (deg) 
9.53 
9.02 
9.29 
9.76 
10.15 
10.35 
10.30 
10.03 
9.59 
9.03 
8.43 
9.59 deg 
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4. Wind Turbine Blade Model 
A baseline model is built based on the SERI-8 wind turbine blade. SERI-8 is a 312 inch wind 
turbine blade designed by the Solar Energy Research Institute (SERI, now called the National 
Renewable Energy Laboratory, NREL). To verify that the optimization process generates a better 
layup sequence than the design represented in Ong and Tsai's paper, the same geometry and 
FE model of Ong and Tsai's blade need to be developed. Moreover, a cost model needs to be 
setup which can estimate the cost of a wind turbine blade as indicated in Ong and Tsai's paper 
for a blade of the same laminate configuration. The modeling information of geometry, FE and 
cost estimation models are illustrated in this chapter. 
4.1. Baseline Geometry Model 
The geometry data of SERI-8 was found in Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. A set of airfoils, S806A, 
S805A, S807 and S808 of SERI, are used along the longitudinal direction of the blade. The twist 
axis is located at 30% of chord and the blade geometry data is listed in Table 2. The root of the 
blade is located at the 25 inch location of the rotor radius from the center point of the hub. The 
spar is placed at 30% chord of the blade. The geometry model is built in CATIA V5R20 [12] and 
is exported as an ".igs file" so that FEMAP [13] FEA pre-processer can import the geometry file. 
The Ong and Tsai paper [10] divided the blade into 13 equal sections from root to tip 
direction in which each section was 24 inches in length. Those sections are defined in the CATIA 
geometry model for precise and easy meshing in FEA pre-processing. Also, the top and bottom 
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of the skin of the blade are divided for later use. Moreover, more surfaces sections are defined 
around quarter chord location of blade (indicated by light blue color in Figure 4) where the lift 
forces are applied. The pink areas at the leading edge of blade in Figure 4 are the surfaces 
where the drag forces will be applied. The areas of surfaces are measured in CATIA geometry 
model and the surface data are listed in Table 3. Those surface data will be used to calculate lift, 
drag and manufacturing cost. 
Table 2. SERI-8 blade geometry data. [10] 
Blade Radius (in) 
0 
60 
88.6 
160.4 
232.2 
263.8 
296 
312 
Rotor Radius (in) 
25 
85 
113.6 
185.4 
257.2 
288.8 
321 
337 
Blade Chord (in) 
16.5 
44.0 
42.814 
36.204 
26.486 
20.72 
15.511 
13 
Blade Twist (deg) 
N/A 
20 
13.936 
4.359 
0.635 
0.105 
0 
0 
Blade Thickness (in) 
16.5 
9.24 
7.752 
5.618 
3.581 
2.568 
1.789 
1.5 
Airfoil Section 
Circle, Root 
S808, Max chord 
S807 
S805A/S807 
S805A 
S805A/S806A 
S806A 
S806A,Tip 
Figure 3. Geometry model of SERI-8 wind turbine blade. 
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r 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
Root Tip 
Figure 4. Section division of SERI-8 wind turbine blade. 
Table 3. Surface area data of wind turbine blade CATIA model, (in2) 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Surface Area 
Top 
673.694 
869.072 
1125.120 
1108.245 
1057.830 
999.585 
934.255 
861.408 
776.763 
688.431 
595.116 
494.604 
388.553 
Bottom 
671.487 
833.109 
1113.618 
1097.551 
1046.259 
986.654 
920.441 
847.772 
763.827 
676.568 
584.646 
485.734 
381.545 
Spar 
0 
337.300 
236.642 
194.907 
172.030 
154.569 
138.052 
120.697 
102.816 
85.506 
69.157 
53.592 
39.660 
Projected Area 
on XY Plane 
429.778 
688.875 
1005.886 
1027.796 
1000.386 
956.086 
900.691 
834.010 
753.933 
669.513 
579.595 
482.214 
379.152 
Surface Area where the Lift or 
Drag Force will be Applied 
Lift Area 
128.462 
142.169 
140.023 
136.183 
130.638 
123.334 
115.179 
106.003 
95.898 
85.022 
73.379 
60.996 
47.820 
Drag Area 
152.690 
124.146 
137.599 
136.957 
132.596 
128.404 
120.946 
111.715 
100.225 
88.353 
76.167 
63.066 
49.397 
4.2. Baseline Materials 
The same materials used in Ong and Tsai's paper are used in this research. The SERI-8 blade 
is made by skin materials, TRIAX and MAT, and C260 glass/epoxy is used as the major structural 
material. The carbon/epoxy, which has better stiffness performance and low density, is used to 
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Table 4. Material properties of baseline model. [10] 
Material 
Longitudinal Modulus, Ei (msi) 
Transverse Modulus, E2 (msi) 
In-plane Shear Modulus, fo(msi) 
Poisson's Ratio, V12 
Longitudinal Failure Stress -
Tension, 0"]" (ksi) 
Longitudinal Failure Stress -
Compression, o"5" (ksi) 
Transverse Failure Stress - Tension, 
< (ksi) 
Transverse Failure Stress -
Compression, a™ (ksi) 
In-plane Shear Failure Stress, T" 2 
(ksi) 
Thickness, t (103 in) 
Weight Density (lb/in3) 
Cost ($/lb) 
TRIAX 
3.93 
1.64 
0.94 
0.3 
88.2 
53.1 
13.6 
15 
15 
15 
0.085513 
-
MAT 
1.1 
1.1 
0.94 
0.3 
19 
20 
19 
20 
13 
5 
0.010339 
-
Glass/Epoxy 
C260 
6.14 
1.41 
0.94 
0.3 
103 
49.8 
2.3 
2.3 
3.6 
5 
0.062757 
1.2 
Carbon/Epoxy 
AS/H3501 
20.0 
1.3 
1.03 
0.3 
209.8 
209.8 
7.5 
29.9 
13.5 
4.925 
0.051548 
13 
AISI 4340 
Steel 
29 
29 
10.985 
0.32 
215 
240 
215 
240 
156 
154.792 
0.283059 
0.4 
create HCLS with glass/epoxy. While carbon/epoxy has better performance than glass/epoxy, 
the cost of carbon/epoxy is more than 10 times the cost of glass/epoxy. 
The density values of TRIAX, MAT, C260 and AS/H3501 were not provided in Ong & Tsai's 
paper. However, because they provided the weight of each section for different laminate layup 
cases, the density of those materials could be found by calculating the volume of each material 
of each section using surface areas and thickness of layups. 
The steel material is used for root fitting. The steel root fitting is located at the root section 
of the blade and is used as a root structure which connects the spar of the blade. The thickness 
of the root fitting is estimated from the weight and surface area of section 1. Based on Ong and 
Tsai paper [10], the difference between "with root fitting" model weight and "without root 
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fitting" model weight is 58.367 lb and the measured surface area of section 1 from the FEMAP 
FE model is 1332.122 in2. 
4.3. Baseline Finite Element Model 
The baseline finite element model blade model is divided into 13 sections in the span-wise 
direction. The length of each section is 24 inches and the composite laminate layer sequences 
are defined independently for each section. A spar is assumed to be placed at the blade axis 
from Station 2 to the tip of the blade. For the baseline blade model of Ong and Tsai's paper [10], 
the foam core is assumed as negligible. The original SERI-8 blade design had two ribs, located at 
the 60 inch and 252 inch locations from the root, which are transition rib and blade/tip end rib, 
respectively. The ribs are not modeled to build the same model of Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. 
The composite laminate layups, which will be used to build the baseline model for the FE 
model calibration and cost estimation model calibration, are listed in Table 5. MAT and TRIAX 
are the skin materials and the layup sequences of those materials are fixed for different layup 
cases. The glass fibers are replaced by carbon fibers gradually in steps of 20% from 0% to 100% 
to obtain 6 replacement cases. Ong and Tsai [10] replaced the glass fiber in incremental volume 
fractions by carbon fibers to maintain the same flexural rigidity, Elyy, for the hybrid composite 
wind turbine structure. 
FEMAP is used for pre and post processor and NX NASTRAN [14] is used for FEA solver. 
MAT8 material property type is used to define the material in FEA. The 2D orthotropic PCOMP 
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Table 5. Number of plies of laminate layup of baseline model. [10] 
Station 
Root l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Tip 13 
Spar 
Station 
Root l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Tip 13 
Spar 
Station 
Root l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Tip 13 
Spar 
Location 
(in) 
0 -24 
24-48 
48-72 
72-96 
96 -120 
120 -144 
144 -168 
168 -192 
192 - 216 
216 - 240 
240 - 264 
264 - 288 
288 - 312 
30% Chord 
Location 
(in) 
0 -24 
24-48 
48-72 
72-96 
96 -120 
120 -144 
144 -168 
168 -192 
192 - 216 
216 - 240 
240 - 264 
264 - 288 
288 - 312 
30% Chord 
Location 
(in) 
0 -24 
24-48 
48-72 
72-96 
96 -120 
120 -144 
144 -168 
168 -192 
192 - 216 
216 - 240 
240 - 264 
264 - 288 
288 - 312 
30% Chord 
100% Glass Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
40 (0°) 
60 (0°) 
80 (0°) 
70 (0°) 
55 (0°) 
55 (0°) 
42 (0°) 
30 (0°) 
30 (0°) 
25 (0°) 
25 (0°) 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
60% Glass, 40% Carbon Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
24 (0°) 
36 (0°) 
48 (0°) 
42 (0°) 
33 (0°) 
33 (0°) 
25 (0°) 
18 (0°) 
18 (0°) 
15 (0°) 
15 (0°) 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
5(0°) 
5(0°) 
8(0°) 
7(0°) 
7(0°) 
7(0°) 
5(0°) 
4(0°) 
4(0°) 
4(0°) 
4(0°) 
0 
0 
20% Glass, 80% Carbon Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
8(0°) 
12 (0°) 
16 (0°) 
14 (0°) 
11 (0°) 
11 (0°) 
8(0°) 
6(0°) 
6(0°) 
5(0°) 
5(0°) 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
10 (0°) 
15 (0°) 
20 (0°) 
18 (0°) 
14 (0°) 
14 (0°) 
10 (0°) 
7(0°) 
7(0°) 
6(0°) 
6(0°) 
0 
0 
80% Glass, 20% Carbon Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
32 (0°) 
48 (0°) 
64 (0°) 
56 (0°) 
44 (0°) 
44 (0°) 
34 (0°) 
24 (0°) 
24 (0°) 
20 (0°) 
20 (0°) 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
2(0°) 
3(0°) 
4(0°) 
3(0°) 
3(0°) 
3(0°) 
2(0°) 
2(0°) 
2(0°) 
1(0°) 
1(0°) 
0 
0 
40% Glass, 60% Carbon Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
16 (0°) 
24 (0°) 
32 (0°) 
28 (0°) 
22 (0°) 
22 (0°) 
17 (0°) 
12 (0°) 
12 (0°) 
10 (0°) 
10 (0°) 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
8(0°) 
12 (0°) 
16 (0°) 
14 (0°) 
11 (0°) 
11 (0°) 
8(0°) 
6(0°) 
6(0°) 
5(0°) 
5(0°) 
0 
0 
100% Carbon Fiber Model 
MAT 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
TRIAX 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
4 
C260 
75 (90°) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
AS/H3501 
0 
12 (0°) 
19 (0°) 
25 (0°) 
22 (0°) 
17 (0°) 
17 (0°) 
13 (0°) 
9(0°) 
9(0°) 
7(0°) 
7(0°) 
0 
0 
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element property type is used to identify the element properties of the laminate layups. The 0° 
orientation is defined to the blade local X direction. CQUAD4 is used for 2D element meshing. 
One section has 28 elements along the skin surface and one element is used in each section of 
the spar. A total of 376 elements are meshed for the baseline FE model. 
The clamped constraint is applied at root of the blade. When the steel root fitting is applied, 
one layer of steel ply is placed at section 1 of the skin surface. Ong and Tsai [10] did not 
mention clearly how the steel root fitting is applied in their paper. However, thickness of the 
steel root fitting could be estimated from the weight difference between the case "with root 
fitting" and the case "without root fitting" for the area of section 1 of the skin surface. 
Figure 5. Finite element model of wind turbine blade 
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4.4. Baseline Finite Element Model Calibration 
Before the FE model is used in FEA and optimization process, the FE model needs to be 
validated. The FE model is validated through calibration to make sure that the FE models 
produce reasonable and reliable outputs. Ong and Tsai [10] built their FE model using a FE 
software named "3D-Beam". However, CATIA, FEMAP and NX NASTRAN are used in this 
research for geometry modeling, pre and post-processing of the FE model and FEA solver. Thus, 
it is necessary to validate the FE model developed in this research by replicating the results of 
Ong and Tsai's paper although the modeling and solving software are different. 
Ong and Tsai [10] provided weight, displacement and failure index results in their paper. 
Those responses will be monitored in the optimization procedure as objectives 
functions/constraints. Thus, weight, displacement and failure index results of Ong and Tsai's 
paper and FEMAP with NX NASTRAN are compared and calibrated. 
A 910 lb point load is applied at the tip of the blade to the flapping direction to validate 
displacement. The laminate layup of the glass fiber model is used for displacement validation 
and both "with steel root fitting" and "without steel root fitting" cases are analyzed. 
To validate failure index, multiple nodal forces equivalent to a wind speed of 70 m/s load is 
applied along the spar in the blade local Z direction. The steel root fitting is applied and carbon 
fiber model layup is used for this case. Ong and Tsai [10] did not mention the particular failure 
criterion used in their paper. Therefore, the Tsai-Wu failure criterion is assumed to be used in 
this research for failure index calibration. 
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Table 6. Distributed nodal force for baseline FE model with a 70 m/s wind speed condition. 
Location (in) 
24 
48 
72 
96 
120 
144 
168 
192 
216 
240 
264 
288 
312 
Applied Load (lb) 
409.9644 
637.7224 
754.4484 
731.6726 
700.3559 
657.6512 
612.0996 
558.0071 
498.2206 
438.4342 
370.1068 
301.7794 
133.8078 
4.5. Applied Load Conditions 
A wind turbine blade will be exposed to maximum aerodynamic forces due to extreme wind 
speeds for rotor rotation and rotor stop conditions. Moreover, the excitation from the rotor 
rotation and blade pass rate is another major loading condition that the wind turbine blade is 
required to withstand. In this research, the extreme conditions of the rotor rotation condition, 
the rotor stop condition and the excitation due to the rotor rotation are considered in the 
optimization process while Ong and Tsai only considered the extreme wind speed rotor stop 
condition. 
4.5.1. Aerodynamic Forces on Wind Turbine Blade 
The electricity can be generated from the wind turbine by extracting kinetic energy of 
the wind. The airfoil shape of the wind turbine blade produces lift forces when the wind 
blows over the blades. The lift forces of the blade make the wind turbine rotor to rotate. 
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Free Stream Wind 
ApparentWind 
Lift Force 
Rotation Direction 
Figure 6. Lift and drag force experienced by turbine blades. 
This rotational energy is transmitted to an electrical generator that produces electricity. 
Figure 6 shows the lift and drag forces experienced by the turbine blade. As the wind 
blows, the rotor of the wind turbine starts to rotate and creates an effective head wind 
toward the blades. The apparent wind (the combination of head wind and free stream wind) 
is applied to the airfoil of the wind turbine blade. The airfoil shaped wind turbine blades 
generate lift forces for rotor rotation. 
The direction of the apparent wind has a certain angle with the rotor plane because it is 
a combination of free stream wind (which is usually assumed to be perpendicular to rotor 
plane) and head wind (which is parallel to rotor plane). This angle will determine the blade 
twist angle, (p, and blade attach angle, a (which is angle between rotor plane and 0 degree 
twist angle in local coordinate system of blade). As the radius of the rotor is increased the 
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local head wind speeds become higher while the free stream wind speed will remain the 
same. For this reason, the direction of the apparent wind will change along the length of the 
blade. Hence, a blade twist is required to have an optimized angle of attack from root to tip. 
4.5.2. Excitation from Rotor Rotation 
Rotation of a rotor is one of the major loads on the wind turbine blade structure. If the 
excitation frequency due to the rotation of the rotor equals the natural frequency of the 
blade, failure of the blade could result due to resonance conditions. 
The angular speed, H [rad/sec], of rotor can be calculated using Eq. (2) [15] 
TSR-F 
a — j - (2) 
where, the TSR is tip-speed ratio, V is free stream wind speed and /?is rotor radius. The tip-
speed ratio is the ratio of the speed of the rotating blade tip to the speed of the free stream 
wind speed. Usually, a range of TSR 7 to 8 gives high power efficiency, CP [15]. In this 
research the TSR value is assumed as 7. 
The frequency of rotor rotation, / r i [Hz] can be calculated using Eq. (3). 
The blade passing rate, /FB [HZ], is another dominant excitation which can cause 
considerable resonances. The blade passing rate can be calculated by multiplying the 
number of blades, B, by the frequency of rotor rotation, frl, as shown in Eq. (4). 
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/rB = B - / r l (4) 
Most conventional wind turbines have three blades. Hence, the number of blade, B, is 
assumed to be 3. 
4.5.3. Applied Load in Rotor Stop Condition 
The wind turbine blade in the rotor stop condition will experience the drag force, D. The 
drag force can be obtained based on following Eq. (5) 
D=-CDpV2A (5) 
where, the CD is drag coefficient, p is density of air, I^ is free stream wind speed and A is the 
area over which the drag force is applied. 
The drag coefficient, CD, used is 1.7 (same as the CD applied by Ong and Tsai [10]). The 
air density is set top = 1.225 kg/m3 which is standard air density. To analyze the extreme 
condition of the rotor stop condition of the wind turbine blade, the extreme wind speed of 
V- 70 m/s is applied for the rotor stop loading condition. 
The drag force will be applied as force per unit area on the given surface of the wind 
turbine blade in the FEMAP pre-processor. The drag pressure, p<t, can be calculated using Eq. 
(6) 
Pd = - CDpV2 = 5102.125N/m2 (=0.740 psi in English unit) (6) 
The 0.740 psi drag pressure is applying to the perpendicular direction of the rotor plane 
because the free stream wind blows normal to the rotor plane. However, as illustrated in 
Section 3.3, the blade is attached to the hub tilted with an angle of 9.89°. Thus, the drag 
pressure also should be applied to the tilted direction with a tilt angle of 9.89°. Eventually, 
the drag pressure to blade local Y component is 0.123 psi and the blade local Z component 
is 0.730 psi. The drag force per unit area is applied over the entire bottom surface of the 
wind turbine blade. 
Figure 7. Drag pressure on wind turbine blade of rotor stop condition. 
4.5.4. Applied Load in Rotor Rotation Condition 
The wind turbine blade experiences both lift and drag forces for rotor rotation condition. 
The extreme rotor rotation condition is set for cut-out speed, which is 25 m/s wind speed 
condition. The lift force, L, can be found using Eq. (7) 
L=\cLpV>A (7) 
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where, the CL is lift coefficient. The aerodynamic coefficients for 0° angle of attack are listed 
in Table 7. 
The lift force and drag forces of each mid-location of a station are calculated as shown in 
Table 8. The interpolated aerodynamic coefficients, projected area to blade local X and Y 
planes and local apparent wind speed are used for each section to calculate the lift and the 
drag forces. 
Table 7. Aerodynamic coefficients of blade airfoil for 0 degree angle of attack. [16,17] 
Blade Location (in) 
18 
60 
88.66 
232.26 
296 
Airfoils 
circle 
S808 
S807 
S805A 
S806A 
CD 
1.17 
0.012 
0.01 
0.005 
0.004 
CL 
0 
0.38 
0.33 
0.25 
0.25 
CM 
0 
-0.12 
-0.1 
-0.05 
-0.05 
Table 8. Calculated lift and drag of wind turbine blade for each station. 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Blade 
Location (in) 
12 
36 
60 
84 
108 
132 
156 
180 
204 
228 
252 
276 
300 
Rotor 
Radius (in) 
37 
61 
85 
109 
133 
157 
181 
205 
229 
253 
277 
301 
325 
CD 
1.170 
0.674 
0.012 
0.010 
0.009 
0.008 
0.008 
0.007 
0.006 
0.005 
0.005 
0.004 
0.004 
CL 
0.000 
0.163 
0.380 
0.338 
0.319 
0.306 
0.292 
0.279 
0.266 
0.252 
0.250 
0.250 
0.250 
Apparent Wind 
Speed (in/s) 
1241.353 
1588.720 
1997.151 
2436.123 
2891.762 
3357.288 
3829.097 
4305.124 
4784.110 
5265.247 
5747.995 
6231.980 
6716.935 
Area (in2) 
429.778 
688.875 
1005.886 
1027.796 
1000.386 
956.086 
900.691 
834.010 
753.933 
669.513 
579.595 
482.214 
379.152 
Lift (lb) 
0.000 
16.229 
87.379 
118.207 
153.054 
188.905 
221.374 
247.274 
262.816 
268.469 
274.380 
268.341 
245.104 
Drag (lb) 
44.409 
67.138 
2.759 
3.610 
4.472 
5.244 
5.794 
6.042 
5.918 
5.477 
5.148 
4.630 
3.922 
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Figure 8. Lift and drag pressure on wind turbine blade of rotor rotate condition. 
The lift and drag forces are applied as force per unit area in FEMAP on the FE model of 
the wind turbine blade because point loads could cause unnecessary stress concentration. 
As shown in Figure 8, the lift pressures are applied at blue regions and drag pressures are 
applied at pink regions. The blue regions are located at quarter chord location, where the 
center of pressure is located, and the pink regions are located at leading edge of the wind 
turbine blade. 
Because the lift and drag are applied as force per unit area at a specific location, the lift 
force and the drag force needs to be divided by the corresponding areas, where those 
pressures are applied. The calculated lift pressure and the calculated drag pressure that are 
applied at each station of the wind turbine blade are listed in Table 9. The lift pressures are 
applied to blade local Z direction and the drag pressures are applied to blade local Y 
direction. 
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The centrifugal force is another major load for rotor rotation condition. The effect of 
centrifugal force can be inserted in FEMAP as a body load by rotational velocity. The 
rotational velocity is 3.2538 rps for a free stream wind speed of 25 m/s. Taking into account 
the blade attach angle, the rotational velocities of -0.54199 rps about blade local Y direction 
and -3.20837 rps about blade local Z direction are applied. 
Table 9. Calculated lift and drag pressures of wind turbine blade applied at each station. 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Lift Area (in2) 
128.462 
142.169 
140.023 
136.183 
130.638 
123.334 
115.179 
106.003 
95.898 
85.022 
73.379 
60.996 
47.820 
Drag Area (in2) 
152.690 
124.146 
137.599 
136.957 
132.596 
128.404 
120.946 
111.715 
100.225 
88.353 
76.167 
63.066 
49.397 
Applied Lift 
Pressure (psi) 
0.0000 
0.1142 
0.6240 
0.8680 
1.1716 
1.5317 
1.9220 
2.3327 
2.7406 
3.1576 
3.7392 
4.3993 
5.1256 
Applied Drag 
Pressure (psi) 
0.2908 
0.5408 
0.0201 
0.0264 
0.0337 
0.0408 
0.0479 
0.0541 
0.0590 
0.0620 
0.0676 
0.0734 
0.0794 
4.6. Variable Scale Model 
The variable scale of the wind turbine blade model is considered to search an optimum size 
of wind turbine blade. The size of the FE model of the wind turbine blade is adjusted using a 
scale factor, SF, without deforming the shape of the wind turbine blade. 
4.6.1. Variable Scale Mesh 
The scale of the wind turbine blade FE model can be adjusted by updating the 
coordinates of nodes of FE model mesh using the scale factor, SF The scaled coordinate can 
be obtained using Eq. (8). 
*^S7l — *Ji* * Xn 
(8) ySn =SF-yn 
Zsn ~ ^** * ^n 
where, x, y, z are original coordinates of a node to blade local X, Y, Z direction at SF= 1, xs, 
ys, zs are scaled x, y, z coordinates and n is the node number. 
th
 c t h -th The coordinate information of the nodes are provided in the 4 , 5 and 6 columns of 
the GRID card in the NASTRAN input code. If those coordinates are updated based on Eq. (8), 
the scale of the wind turbine blade FE model can be modified. 
Table 10. GRID card of NX NASTRAN. [18] 
1 
GRID 
2 
ID 
3 
CP 
4 
XI 
5 
X2 
6 
X3 
7 
CD 
8 
PS 
9 
SEID 
10 
Field 
ID 
CP 
XI, X2, X3 
CD 
PS 
SEID 
Contents 
Grid point (node) number (0 < Integer < 100000000) 
ID number of coordinate system in which the location of the 
grid point is defined 
Location of the grid point in coordinate system CP (Real) 
ID number of coordinate system in which displacements, 
degrees-of-freedom, constraints, and solution vectors are 
defined at the grid point (Integer > -1 or blank) 
Permanent single-point constraints associated with the grid 
point (any of the Integers 1 through 6 with no embedded 
blanks, or blank) 
Super element ID number (Integer > 0, Default = 0) 
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The coordinate values of scaled nodes are updated using Excel in the Master.xls file. The 
NASTRAN input code format must be 8 letters in one column, and it uses its own number 
format. For example, the number "8000" should be written as " 8.+3" for a column of real 
numbers. Note that the NASTRAN formatted number includes 4 spaces at the front of the 
number to make 8 letters in a column. The updated values are formatted using the 
functions Get_8digit() for integer values and Get_8digit_dot() for real number values. The 
detailed codes of those functions are listed in Appendix B. 
As the scale of coordinates of each node is updated, the scales of elements are updated 
automatically, because the place element card CQUAD4 and rigid element card RBE2 are 
determined by node numbers. 
4.6.2. Applied Loads on Variable Scale Mesh 
As the scale of the FE model mesh changes, the applied load needs to be updated. The 
applied pressures from aerodynamic loads are the same for all wind turbine blade 
configuration. However, in the FORCE card of the NASTRAN input code, the applied loads 
per unit area are converted into nodal forces. Because the aerodynamic loads are applied as 
force per unit area, the converted applied force on a node in the FORCE code needs to be 
scaled quadratically for the linear scale of mesh of the FE model as shown in Eq. (9) 
Fsn = SF2 • Fn (9) 
where, the Fs is scaled applied force, F is original applied force at SF = 1 and n is node 
number. 
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The FORCE card includes the scale factor in column 5. Only the scale factor needs to be 
updated. Again, the Get_8digit() and Get_8digit_dot() are used to format the values of a 
column to write the FORCE commend of the NASTRAN input file code. 
A rotational force can be inserted using the RFORCE commend of the NX NASTRAN input 
code. As shown in Eq. (2), the angular speed, H, of rotor changes depends on the rotor 
radius, /?. However, the components of the rotation vector will remain the same. Thus, the 
scale factor of angular velocity at the fifth column of the RFORCE commend needs to be 
updated. 
Table 11. FORCE card of NX NASTRAN. [18] 
1 
FORCE 
2 
SID 
3 
G 
4 
CID 
5 
F 
6 
Nl 
7 
N2 
8 
N3 
9 10 
Field 
SID 
G 
CID 
F 
Nl , N2, N3 
Contents 
Load set ID number (Integer > 0) 
Grid point ID number (Integer > 0) 
Coordinate system ID number (Integer > 0, Default = 0) 
Scale factor (Real) 
Components of a vector measured in coordinate system 
defined by CID (Real, at least one Ni * 0.0) 
Table 12. RFORCE card of NX NASTRAN. [18] 
1 
RFORCE 
2 
SID 
RACC 
3 
G 
MB 
4 
CID 
5 
A 
6 
Rl 
7 
R2 
8 
R3 
9 
METHOD 
10 
Field 
SID 
G 
CID 
A 
N l , R2, R3 
METHOD 
RACC 
MB 
Contents 
Load set ID number (Integer > 0) 
Grid point ID number through which the rotation vector acts 
(Integer >0) 
Coordinate system defining the components of the rotation 
vector (Integer > 0, Default = 0) 
Scale factor of the angular velocity in revolutions per unit time 
(Real) 
Rectangular components of rotation vector. The vector 
defined will pass through point G. (Real,Rl2 + R22 + R32 > 0.0) 
Method used to compute centrifugal forces due to angular 
velocity. 
Scale factor of the angular acceleration in revolutions per unit 
time squared 
Indicates whether the CID coordinate system is defined in the 
main Bulk Data Section (MB=-1) or the partitioned 
superelement Bulk Data Section (MB=0). Coordinate systems 
referenced in the main Bulk Data Section are considered 
stationary with respect to the assembly basic coordinate 
system. 
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5. Wind Turbine Cost Estimation Model 
5.1. Single Blade Cost Estimation Model 
In this research, SEER-Mfg [19] with SEER-Aerostructures [20] cost estimation software is 
used to estimate the manufacturing cost. Aero Composite Operations work element of SEER-
Mfg with SEER-Aerostructures is used to estimate the detailed composite structure cost. This 
work element allows cost estimation of composite structures for various layup sequences and 
for various material placement methods. 
5.1.1. Total Single Blade Cost 
A series of assumptions are defined to setup input parameters of SEER-Mfg and 
replicate the cost estimation process provided in Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. Total 
manufacturing cost, K, can be estimated using Eq. (10) [21]. 
K = Kl+Km+^ (10) 
where, Kt is labor cost, Km is material cost, Kt is tooling cost and A^ is production volume. 
However, because Ong and Tsai. [10] neglected the tooling cost, it was not included in 
the calibration of the cost estimation model. 
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5.1.2. Single Blade Labor Cost 
The total labor hour of SEER-Mfg is calibrated to "non-scaled" total labor hour of Ong 
and Tsai's paper [10]. Ong and Tsai [10] scaled their taping labor hour by taking 10% of 
original taping labor hour and by adding other labor hours without scaling, which include 
consolidation and finishing labor hours (9.1 hours for each layup case). To apply labor hour 
fitting to SEER-Mfg total labor hour estimation result, the same procedure as mentioned in 
Ong and Tsai's paper [10] is used. The labor cost could be estimated by Eq. (11) [21] for 
both "non-scaled" labor cost and "scaled" labor cost. 
Ki = trkt (11) 
where, tt is labor hour and kL is labor rate. 
The labor rate of $65/hour provided in Ong and Tsai's paper [10] is used. 
5.1.3. Single Blade Material Cost 
For the material cost, not only the SEER-Mfg material cost, but also the theoretical 
material cost is estimated using Eq. (12) [21]. 
Km = W^km (12) 
where, W is weight of a material and km is cost per weight of a material. 
Only the material costs for C260 and CFRP are provided in the Ong and Tsai's paper [10] 
and are considered in the cost estimation process. 
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5.1.4. Additional Settings and Assumptions for Cost Estimation Model 
Following options and assumptions are applied additionally as input parameters. Hand 
layup method is used for material placement as focused in Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. The 
cost of section 1 and section 13 are not considered in cost estimation calibration because 
Ong and Tsai considered only the sections where they replaced C260 to CFRP. Production 
quantity is assumed as 3000 units. Production experience/optimization is assumed as expert 
construction. Product classification is assumed as a high level product. Mechanization is 
assumed as high. Shape complexity is assumed as average. Manufacturing excess is 
assumed as 1 inch. 
Because the SEER-Mfg software is used in this research, which is different from the cost 
estimation model used in Ong and Tsai's paper [10], the cost estimation process also needs 
to be calibrated. The labor hour, labor cost, material cost and total manufacturing cost 
estimated from SEER-Mfg software are compared with the cost estimated in Ong and Tsai's 
paper [10]. All of the costs of 0% to 100% layup cases of Ong and Tsai's paper [10] are 
considered to calibrate the SEER-Mfg cost estimation model. 
In this research, both hand layup method and tow placement method are considered for 
the manufacturing cost estimation. Each of the method needs additional settings for their 
own methods. When the hand layup method is used, the ultrasonic cutting equipment and 
laser locate equipment is assumed to be used. When the tow placement method is used, 1 
inch band width and 480 inches/min tow feeding rate are assumed. The hand layup method 
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is used for M D O process validation problem and the tow placement method is used for 
large scale wind turbine blade M D O problem. 
The thickness of steel root fitting is considered as a design variable. The change of cost 
due to change of steel root fitting thickness also need to be considered for cost estimation 
of wind turbine blade because the change of thickness of steel root fitting will affect the 
layup sequence of hybrid composite laminates and in turn affects the cost of hybrid 
composite laminates. In this research, only the material cost of steel root fitting is 
considered since the material cost is the most dominant cost for a metal product, and no 
information about the manufacturing processes for steel root fitting is provided in Ong and 
Tsai's paper [10]. 
5.2. Calculations for Wind Energy Statistics 
5.2.1. Power Production 
The amount of delivered power, P [W] , which is actually transformed by wind turbine, 
can be calculated using Eq. (13) [15, 22, 23]. 
P = CP^p(nR2)V3 (13) 
where, 
CP = power efficiency of rotor 
p = air density [kg/m3] = 1.225 kg/m 3 (standard atmosphere, 15°C, 101.325kPa) 
R = rotor radius [m] 
V = free stream wind speed [m/s] 
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The power efficiency of rotor is the fraction of the total power available which the 
blades are able to convert from the energy of free wind stream. The theoretical maximum is 
Cpmax = 0.593 known as Betz limit [15, 22]. The highest CP is reported as high as 0.45 with 
very precise, smooth airfoil blades and tip-speed ratio above 10 [15]. For most of wind 
turbine systems, a value of 0.3 to 0.35 for power efficiency of rotor is considered as a good 
design [15]. 
5.2.2. Annual Energy Production 
Annual electricity produced, £iYear [kWh], can be calculated using Eq. (14). [24] 
£iYear = P(365days/year)(24/iours/day) (14) 
where, the delivered power, P, is in [kW] unit. 
5.2.3. Annual Emission Reduction 
Annual carbon dioxide C02 emission reduction also can be calculated using the annual 
electricity production. 430 g of C02 is emitted when generating 1 kWh from coal or gas 
power plants [14]. In other hand, if 1 kWh is produced from wind turbine, 430 g of emission 
can be reduced. Using Eq. (15) the annual emission reduction can be calculated. 
(C02 reduction) = £'iYear(430g C02/kWh) (15) 
5.2.4. Wind Turbine System Cost 
Based on statistics of wind turbine system cost data [25], an approximate wind turbine 
system cost can be calculated. The cost breakdown of wind turbine system is given in Table 
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13, which includes the future cost estimation. The cost breakdown data is collected based 
on the assumed average wind speed condition of 11 m/s and a maximum theoretical power 
efficiency Beltz limit, CP Be l tz, of 0.593. In this research, the hub cost is assumed to be used 
as $20/kW. 
Based on the cost breakdown data, the wind turbine cost, KWT, can be calculated using 
Eq. (16), 
KWT = (PBeltz,l lm/sec)($395/kW) + B • K1B (16) 
where, the ^BeitzAim/sec 's rated power at 11 m/sec wind speed with Beltz limit power 
efficiency condition, B is number of blades of a rotor, K1B is cost of single blade. 
Moreover, the installed wind turbine system cost, KWTS, which includes the "Balance of 
Station (BOS)" [25], can be calculated using Eq. (17). 
KWTS = (PBeltz,l lm/sec)($550/kW) + B • ff1B (17) 
Table 13. Cost breakdown of wind turbine system ($/kW). [25] 
Year 
Rotor Assembly (including hub) 
Tower 
Generator 
Electrical/Power electronics, Controls, 
Instrumentation 
Transmission/Drive Train, Shaft Brakes, Nacelle, 
Yaw System 
Turbine FOB (including profit) 
Balance of Station (BOS) 
Total Installed Cost 
2000 
180 
145 
45 
140 
50 
560 
150 
750 
2005 
190 
185 
55 
100 
40 
570 
150 
720 
2010 
160 
195 
50 
90 
35 
530 
145 
675 
2020 
150 
215 
45 
75 
35 
520 
135 
655 
Average 
170 
185 
48.75 
101.25 
40 
545 
145 
700 
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5.2.5. Annual Sale 
According to U.S. Energy Information Administration statistics, the average U.S. 
residential retail price of electricity was 011.04/kWh as of December 2010. The annual retail 
sale, c/iYear/ can be calculated by multiplying the retail price and annual electricity 
production as shown in Eq. (18). 
qiYear=($0.1104/kW)-fa (18) 
5.2.6. Lifetime Profit 
The lifetime profit, QLT, can be estimated by Eq. (19). Generally, a lifetime, tLT, for a 
wind turbine system is designed as 20 years, and also the international wind turbine 
requirement defines the minimum design lifetime of wind turbine to be 20 years. [11] 
QLT = 9lYear ' fLT ~" ^ WTS ( i 9 ) 
5.2.7. Breakeven Point 
The breakeven point is the time it takes generates a net profit income on the 
investment. 
BEP = - ^ (20) 
<7lYear 
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5.2.8. Power Production Rate 
The power production rate (cost per power production), kP/ is used to indicate the 
economical generation of electricity. The cost per power production can be calculated using 
Eq. (21). 
kp = —j7— (21) 
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6. Design of Optimization Process 
A series of analysis needs to be evaluated in a MDO process loop. Each iteration of 
optimization process, design variables will be defined based on the baseline at the first iteration 
or based on the previous design results. In this research, the optimization process is designed to 
evaluate structural analyses and cost estimation. To perform structural analyses, pre and post 
processing should be setup to build the FE models and obtain the analyses results. All of those 
pre, post and solving processes need to be integrated in the optimization process. Moreover, 
the cost estimation model is also integrated in the same optimization process loop. While an 
evaluation is running, designated responses are collected to evaluate the design of an iteration 
at the end of each optimization loop. The evaluated design is used to generate design variables 
for next evaluation. This process sequence makes one loop of the optimization process. 
The block diagram shown in Figure 9 illustrates the MDO process developed in this research. 
The HEEDS MDO [26] optimizer is used to setup the optimization process. The HEEDS optimizer 
manages the MDO process, calculates the responses for each evaluation and generates design 
variables for the next evaluation to search for the optimum design. 
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Figure 9. MDO process block diagram. 
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The geometry model and FE model mesh of wind turbine blade are built before an 
optimization process is set up because the shape optimization is not considered in this research. 
Total 7 analyses are setup in a process in HEEDS optimizer: "Excel_DV", "NASTRAN_R_T", 
"NASTRAN_S_T", "NASTRAN_M", "FEMAP_out", "SEER" and "ExceLExit". Those analyses can 
be defined in Processes tab of HEEDS MDO software. An analysis means an optimization 
process node of a process. Excel, FEMAP, NASTRAN and SEER-Mfg software are used to build 
each analysis. The HEEDS optimizer triggers macro, which is the code that a program can run 
automatically, in each analysis if it is defined in a process of a HEEDS project. 
Table 14. MDO process project files. 
Analysis 
Excel_DV 
NASTRAN_R_T 
NASTRAN_S_T 
NASTRAN_M 
FEMAP_out 
SEER 
Excel_Exit 
Solver 
Excel 
NASTRAN 
NASTRAN 
NASTRAN 
FEMAP 
Excel 
SEER-Mfg 
Excel 
Macro 
datCreate() 
-
-
-
out.pro 
SEERQ 
-
Input Files 
Master.xls 
Rotate_T.prn 
Stop_T.prn 
Modal.prn 
out.pro 
SEER.xls 
Master.xls 
Master.xls 
Output Files 
Rotate_T.prn 
Stop_T.prn 
Modal.prn 
-
-
-
out.lst 
-
Master.xls 
Additional 
Files Used 
-
-
-
-
Rotate_T.prn 
rotate_t.op2 
Stop_T.prn 
stop_t.op2 
Modal.prn 
modal.op2 
CostCal.xls 
CostLinked.MFG 
-
Additional Files 
Generated 
-
rotate_t.op2 
stop_t.op2 
modal.op2 
-
-
-
6.1. Excel_DV 
The "Excel_DV" analysis is designed to allocate design variables such as thickness of plies, 
orientation of plies and material of plies. A excel file named "Master.xls", which contains the 
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code that creates NASTRAN input files, is registered as input file of "Excel_DV" analysis. Also 
the "Master.xls" calculates all of responses except responses from NASTRAN and SEER-Mfg. The 
"Master.xls" connected with HEEDS through Excel portal of HEEDS. HEEDS updates tagged cells 
with generated design variables and those updated value can be used to create NASTRAN input 
file and calculate responses. The design variables are tagged using Excel portal of HEEDS. 
There are 3 output files that the "Excel_DV" Analysis generates: "Rotate_T.prn", 
"Stop_T.prn" and "Modal.prn". All of those output files are NASTRAN input files generated from 
"Master.xls" Excel file, and those files are written in ASCII code. The "Rotate_T.prn" contains 
NASTRAN input code of rotor rotation condition. The "Stop_T.prn" is the NASTRAN for rotor 
stop condition and the "Modal.prn" is the NASTRAN code for modal analysis of wind turbine 
blade FE model. 
A success requirement is defined in this analysis to confirm if all of three NASTRAN input 
files are created. It checks if the "Modal.prn", which is created at the very last step in this 
analysis, contains a word "NOCOMPS", which is one of the NASTRAN parameter codes. 
Usually FEMAP pre-processor is used to write the NASTRAN input file in Graphic User 
Interface (GUI). The same procedure of GUI can be automated in FEMAP to build a FE model 
and write the NASTRAN input file using macro of FEMAP named Program File. However, FEMAP 
Program File was not used to write NASTRAN input file to reduce evaluation time of one 
iteration. If Program File is used to define multiple layup properties, it consumes considerable 
time only to setup layups in FEMAP, because the Program File command is executed serially. As 
the number of layup increases, the running time of Program File also increases. Depending on 
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number of plies, one cycle of Program File run time takes several minutes to define layups for 
the wind turbine blade model used in this research. 
The MDO process needs to run thousands of evaluations depend on number of 
independent variables and complexity of the problem. Any increase in the computational time 
reduces the efficiency of the MDO process. Thus, in this research, the NASTRAN input files are 
written using Excel. Because the shape and mesh of FE model is not changed in this 
optimization process, the only necessary modification is layup and scale of FE model. The 
baseline NASTRAN input file is exported from FEMAP and based on the baseline NASTRAN input 
code, the "Master.xls" modifies the NASTRAN input code by updating "PCOMP" layup 
information and scale of FE model in NASTRAN input code format. If this method is used, it only 
takes less than 5 seconds to create all of three NASTRAN input files, which will be used in the 
subsequent MDO processes. The detailed information of "Master.xls" is illustrated in Appendix 
B. The definition of PCOMP format is given in Table 15 and an example of PCOMP code is shown 
in Figure 10. 
To create NASTRAN input file in Excel, a macro is needed to save excel spread sheet as a 
text file. The macro named "datCreateO" is coded to run the process. The "datCreateO" is 
registered in Macro input box typed as "datCreate" in the "Excel_DV" analysis. The detailed 
code can be found in Appendix B. 
A NASTRAN input file usually uses .dat, .blk or .nas extensions for their file name. However, 
as long as content in the file is written in ASCII code, which is plain text, NASTRAN solver can 
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read and solve the FEA problem. In this process, .prn extension is used to save NASTRAN input 
code in plain text from Excel using macro. 
Table 15. PCOMP card of NX NASTRAN. [18] 
1 
PCOMP 
2 
PID 
MIDI 
MID3 
3 
ZO 
Tl 
T3 
4 
NSM 
THETA1 
THETA3 
5 
SB 
SOUT1 
SOUT3 
6 
FT 
MID2 
-etc-
7 
TREF 
T2 
8 
GE 
THETA2 
9 
LAM 
SOUT2 
10 
Field 
PID 
ZO 
NSM 
SB 
FT 
TREF 
GE 
LAM 
Contents 
Property identification number. (0 < Integer < 10000000) 
Distance from the reference plane to the bottom surface. 
(Real; Default = -0.5 times the element thickness.) 
Nonstructural mass per unit area. (Real) 
Allowable shear stress of the bonding material (allowable 
interlaminar shear stress). Required if FT is also specified. (Real 
>0.0) 
Failure theory. The following theories are allowed (Character 
or blank. If blank, then no failure calculation will be 
performed): 
"HILL" for the Hill theory. 
"HOFF" for the Hoffman theory. 
"TSAI" for the Tsai-Wu theory. 
"STRN" for the Maximum Strain theory. 
Reference temperature. (Real; Default = 0.0) 
Damping coefficient. (Real; Default = 0.0) 
Laminate Options. (Character or blank, Default = blank). 
"Blank" All plies must be specified and all stiffness 
terms are developed. 
"SYM" Only plies on one side of the element 
centerline are specified. The plies are 
numbered starting with 1 for the bottom 
layer. If an odd number of plies are desired, 
the center ply thickness (Tl or TN) should be 
half the actual thickness. 
"MEM" All plies must be specified, but only membrane 
terms (MIDI on the derived PSHELL entry) are 
computed. 
"BEND" All plies must be specified, but only bending 
terms (MID2 on the derived PSHELL entry) are 
computed. 
LAM 
MIDi 
Ti 
THETAi 
SOUTi 
"SMEAR" All plies must be specified, stacking sequence 
is ignored, MID1=MID2 on the derived PSHELL 
entry and MID3, MID4and TS/Tand 12I/T**3 
terms are set to zero. 
"SMCORE" All plies must be specified, with the last ply 
specifying core properties and the previous 
plies specifying face sheet properties. The 
stiffness matrix is computed by placing half 
the face sheet thicknesses above the core and 
the other half below, with the result that the 
laminate is symmetric about the midplane of 
the core. Stacking sequence is ignored in 
calculating the face sheet stiffness. 
Material ID of the various plies. The plies are identified by 
serially numbering them from 1 at the bottom layer. The MIDs 
must refer to MAT1, MAT2, or MAT8 Bulk Data entries. 
(Integer > 0 or blank, except MIDI must be specified.) 
Thicknesses of the various plies. (Real or blank, except T l must 
be specified.) 
Orientation angle of the longitudinal direction of each ply 
with the material axis of the element. (If the material angle 
on the element connection entry is 0.0, the material axis and 
side 1-2 of the element coincide.) The plies are to be 
numbered serially starting with 1 at the bottom layer. The 
bottom layer is defined as the surface with the largest -Z 
value in the element coordinate system. (Real; Default = 0.0) 
Stress or strain output request. (Character: "YES" or "NO"; 
Default = "NO") 
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Figure 10. Example of PCOMP card of NX NASTRAN code. 
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6.2. NASTRAN_R_T, NASTRAN_S_T and NASTRAN _M 
The "NASTRAN_R_T", "NASTRAN_S_r and "NASTRAN_M" analyses are established to run 
NASTRAN solver for three different loading cases. Each analysis uses "rotate_T.prn", 
"stop_T.prn" and "modal.prn" NASTRAN input file. To execute the NASTRAN solver, batch 
command need to be setup in Execution File input box of Direct Analysis Controls box under 
Processes tab of HEEDS. 
• NASTRAN_R_T 
C:\FEMAPvl02\nastran\bin\nastran.exe rotate_T.prn 
• NASTRAN_S_T 
C:\FEMAPvl02\nastran\bin\nastran.exestop_T.prn 
• NASTRANJVI 
C:\FEMAPvl02\nastran\bin\nastran.exe modal.prn 
If the NASTRAN solver is installed in different folders, the address of NASTRAN execution file 
could be different. There is a space between nastra.exe and NASTRAN input file name. 
The NASTRAN solver creates several result files after the FEA is completed. However, they 
need not be registered in output files of analyses in HEEDS, because those file will be controlled 
by "out.pro" FEMAP Program File in the next FEMAP_out analysis. 
6.3. FEMAP_out 
The "FEMAP_out" analysis is designed to obtain responses from FEA results. Because post 
processing of FEA results are required, the responses are listed from FEMAP using Program File 
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"out.pro". The commands written in "out.pro" opens FE model using NASTRAN input files, and 
import corresponding NASTRAN output files, which have .op2 extension. Continuously, it lists 
post processed FEA results such as translation, failure index, natural frequencies to "out.1st" file. 
The detailed code of "out.pro" and format of "out.1st" are addressed in Appendix C and D. 
To execute the FEMAP with running Program File, following batch command needs to be 
written in Execute File input box of FEMAP_put analysis. 
C:\FEMAPvl02\femap.exe -PRG out.pro -NOSPL 
One example of working folder structure tree is shown in Figure 11. The project folder is the 
folder that stores files to operate the HEEDS optimization project. Every iteration, a design 
folder is created named as "DesignN" by replacing "N" by its design number under "HEEDS_0" 
folder which is the agent folder. Under the design folder, the working folders of each analysis 
are created while running the optimization process. Because the name of design folder changes 
every evaluation depends on its design number, the "out.pro" need to be tagged where the 
directory of files are specified. The paths of directories are tagged with HEEDS internal variable 
"Design__Num" by marking method in tagging tab. Additional parsing delimiters, "\", "n" are 
used to separate "N" from "n" and "\". 
The results listed in "out.1st" are tagged using HEEDS MDO Scripting Language (HSL). While 
same "out.pro" file is used in fixed format for every iteration, the format of "out.1st" could vary 
depending on each iteration. Thus, the responses of "out.1st" are tagged using HSL which 
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searches target key word and tags a data at the scripted relative location from the key word. An 
example of HSL used for tagging responses of "out.1st" is listed in Appendix E. 
Project Folder 
E l 
a 
My Computer 
«8> Local Disk (C:) 
GE) |£) Documents and Settings 
S3 Q FEMAPW02 
S E> HEEDSV5.4 
- j MOHCWT5 
3 £ 3 Opt05 
B £3| HEEDSJD 
B IL_) Design4780 
_ J Excel_DV 
_> Excel_Exit 
£ 3 FEMAPjout 
£ j NASTRAN_M 
£ 3 NA5TRAN_R. 
_ i NA5TRAN_5_ 
S ) 5EER 
© £dJ Design4781 
+ j Design4782 
@ £3) Design4783 
+ j Design4784 
+ j Design4785 
^ 
Agent Folder 
Design Folder 
Working Folders 
Figure 11. An example of working folder structure. 
6.4. Excel SEER 
In the "Excel_SEER" analysis, the cost of single wind turbine blade is estimated using SEER-
Mfg cost estimation software linked with Excel file "CostCal.xls". The SEER-Mfg software has 
capability to link Excel and SEER-Mfg. This link enables to import updated input values in excel 
to SEER-Mfg to calculate updated cost of the product. Again, the SEER-Mfg exports results back 
to Excel file. The layup information and surface data are connected with link through Excel and 
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SEER-Mfg to import those data to calculate estimated cost in SEER-Mfg. The SEER-Mfg exports 
total cost, labor hour, labor cost and material cost back to Excel through the link. 
The "CostLined.MFG" file of SEER-Mfg is linked with "CostCal.xls" for stable procedure. 
However, the updated layup information from "Excel_DV" are stored in "Master.xls" Excel file. 
Thus, there is a need for a macro which copies the updated layup and Scale Factor values to 
"CostCal.xls". "SEER.xls" is made to execute the macro "SEERQ" to conduct the procedure. Also 
the "Master.xls" Excel file is registered as input file to copy the file from the "Excel_DV" working 
folder. Moreover, full rebuilt command and update link command is included in the "SEERQ" 
macro for stable update of link between Excel and SEER-Mfg. After the calculation of cost 
estimation is performed, the updated cost results are copied back to "Master.xls" Excel file 
while the "SEER()" is running. The detailed information of "CostCal. xls", "SEER.xls" and "SEERQ" 
can be found in Appendix F and G respectively. The "SEER.xls" is registered as input file of "SEER" 
analysis and "SEERQ" is registered in Macro input box of "SEER" analysis typed as "SEER". 
Because the "SEERQ" macro code needs to use the working folder path, the HEEDS internal 
variable "Design_Path" is tagged in "SEER.xls" Excel file through Excel portal of HEEDS. 
6.5. Excel_Exit 
The "ExceMExit" analysis is designed to tag the calculated final responses. The "Master.xls" 
Excel file is registered as both input and output file. Because the responses tagged from "out.1st" 
file are used in the final calculation in "Master.xls" Excel file. Thus, the responses from "out.lst" 
tagged as dependent project variable into "Master.xls". "Master.xls" Excel file, which includes 
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updated layup and updated cost data, is copied from "SEER" working folder. The responses 
required for objectives and constraints are tagged through Excel portal of HEEDS. Also 
additional responses are tagged for statistics data. 
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7. MDO Problems 
A series of MDO problems are defined in this chapter. First of all, a MDO process validation 
problem is setup to verify if it can search an optimum design better than the design of Ong and 
Tsai. Second, a variable scale wind turbine blade model is considered to find optimum design 
which can produce more energy and earn more profit. Finally, considering the cost per power 
production, an optimum design of a large scale wind turbine blade with adequate power 
production cost is found. 
7.1. Baseline Optimization Process Validation 
An optimization problem is setup to validate if the optimization process is properly 
established and if it can search for an optimum design. This MDO process is setup to replicate 
the design study of Ong and Tsai [10]. All of the information relating to the FE models, 
boundary conditions, applied loads, cost estimation models and design variables are obtained 
from Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. The optimum design found from this MDO research can be 
compared with the designs of Ong and Tsai [10]. 
7.1.1. Design Variables 
The design variables are used in this MDO research are the same design variables that 
are used in the Ong and Tsai paper [10]. As the number of plies of glass fiber and carbon 
fiber of each station from stations 2 through 12 are changed in Ong and Tsai paper, a total 
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of 22 designs are defined in the MDO process. The 100% carbon model of Ong and Tsai 
paper [10] is used as the baseline design. The design variables defined in the optimization 
process are listed in Table 16. 
Table 16. Design variables for MDO process validation. 
Station 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
Material 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
ID 
N_GI_2 
N_Gr_2 
N_GI_3 
N Gr 3 
N_GI_4 
N_Gr_4 
N_GI_5 
N_Gr_5 
N_GI_6 
N_Gr_6 
N_GI_7 
N_Gr_7 
N_GI_8 
N_Gr_8 
N_GI_9 
N_Gr_9 
N_GI_10 
N_Gr_10 
N_GI_11 
N_Gr_ll 
N_GI_12 
N_Gr_12 
Number of Plies 
Min 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Baseline 
0 
12 
0 
19 
0 
25 
0 
22 
0 
17 
0 
17 
0 
13 
0 
9 
0 
9 
0 
7 
0 
7 
Max 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
80 
33 
Resolution 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
81 
34 
7.1.2. Objectives 
Multiple objectives are defined in this MDO process. Ong and Tsai provided the weight 
and cost of their designs as response and those responses are the major focus of the 
optimum design. Thus, "minimize weight" and "minimize cost" are selected as the 
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objectives of the optimization process. The normalizing factor is set to a target value that 
the optimizer will search for an optimum design. The linear weight is set to 1 for both 
objectives. 
Table 17. Objectives for MDO process validation. 
Response 
Weight 
Scaled Single Blade 
Cost 
ID 
Weight 
Cost_Fit_TotalSBIade 
Option 
Minimize 
Minimize 
Normalizing 
Factor 
100 
1000 
Linear 
Weight 
1 
1 
Quadratic 
Weight 
0 
0 
7.1.3. Constraints 
For optimization process validation, the same loading condition as specified in the Ong 
and Tsai's paper [10] is used. The point loads are applied along the spar on the top surface 
as given in Table 4 of rotor stop condition. Deflection and failure index are evaluated to 
determine feasibility of designs during the optimization process. Ong and Tsai neither did 
examine the robustness against the excitation from rotor rotation, nor did they evaluate the 
separation of natural frequencies and the interference with the natural frequencies and 
excitation. The optimum design found from this optimization process has to satisfy the 
mode separation and frequency interference constraints, because the 100% carbon model 
(from Ong and Tsai's paper), used as the baseline design, satisfied these constraints (as 
shown the baseline analysis in Section 8.3). The constraint setup in HEEDS is listed in Table 
18. The linear weight and quadratic weight are setup as default values in HEEDS software. 
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Table 18. Constraints for MDO process validation. 
Response 
Deformation Index 
Failure Index Max 
Failure Index Min 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
ID 
Defjdx 
TW_Max_ldx 
TW_Min_ldx 
ModeSep 
Modejnt 
Option 
< 
< 
< 
> 
> 
Limit 
1 
0.74074 
0.74074 
1 
1 
Linear 
Weight 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Quadratic 
Weight 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
Deformation Index 
As illustrated in design requirement of wind turbine blade, a wind turbine blade should 
not collide with the wind turbine tower. To determine the feasibility of deformation of wind 
turbine blade, the deformation index, idxd , is used. The deformation index is the 
normalized value of maximum displacement of blade toward the wind turbine tower. The 
definition of deformation index is given by Eq. (22) 
idxd =~rL<l (22) 
agap 
where, d g a p is distance between closest surface of tower and blade, d d e f is summation of 
components toward tower of maximum translation of blade local Y and Z direction 
deformation. The definition of d d e f is given by Eq. (23) 
rfdef = TYmax • sina + TZmax • cosa (23) 
where, TYmax is maximum blade local Y direction translation deformation, TZmax is 
maximum blade local Z direction translation deformation and a is blade attach angle. It is 
unpredictable which node will have maximum Z translation or maximum Y translation, 
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because the blade will experience bending and twist as the laminate layup changes. Thus, 
the maximum value of Y translation and Z translation of any nodes at a certain node is 
chosen. The schematic description of deformation index is illustrated in Figure 12. 
View to the ground 
Figure 12. Definition of deformation index. 
Eq. (20) implies that when idxd = 1, the blade will touch the surface of tower. There is 
an advantage to use deformation index rather than use distance of gap, d g a p , directly for 
limit value of constraint. Although the scale of wind turbine blade is changed, the same limit 
value 1 can be used. In this optimization process, the maximum chord length of the wind 
turbine blade is used as distance of gap, d g a p , which is 44 inches. 
Failure Index 
The Tsai-Wu failure criterion is used to determine the failure of wind turbine structure. 
The definition of Tsai-Wu criterion is given by Eq.(24). 
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F1o1 + F2a2 + F^a! 2 + F22a22 + 2F12a1a2 + F66a122 < 1 
where, 
F l
 < + a™ 
1 1 
2
 ~~ ^ t u ^ c u 
cr9 a 2 u 2 
Fn = 
1 (24) 
o^o™ 
F?? — 
a9 a 2 u 2 
F66 = 
l12 
F 11 F 22 ~ F12 ^ 0 
The F12 value needs to be evaluated experimentally. If the F12 value is not specified in 
MAT8 card of NASTRAN input file, NX NASTRAN uses default value of 0.0. In this case, the 
NX NASTRAN default value is used for F12 value. [26] 
The failure index, SR (strength ratio), can be obtained as follows. Replacing the applied 
stress terms with (SR • applied stress), the Tsai-Wu failure criterion can be rewritten in 
terms of a strength ratio given by Eq. (25). [26] 
F1SRo1 + F2SRa2 + F1:LSR2 ax2 + F22SR2 a22 + 2F12SR2 a ^ + F66SR2 a122 = 1 (25) 
The failure index of Tsai-Wu criterion can be calculated using general quadratic equation 
solution from Eq. (26). [26] 
SR _ ~^lGl + F2°2^ + V ( F l < J l + ¥2°^2 Z 4 ( F ^ a i 2 + F22a22 + 2F12a1a2 + F 6 6a 1 2 2 ) ( -1) ^ 
2CFHC!2 + F22a22 + 2F12a1a2 + F66a122) 
Factor of Safety of 1.35 is applied based on the IEC 61400-1 international wind turbine 
design requirements. Thus, the limit value of the Tsai-Wu failure index is set as 1/1.35 = 
0.740741. FEMAP calculates both maximum and minimum values of the failure index. 
There is possibility that the minimum failure index could have a value less than -1 . 
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Therefore, the absolute value of the minimum failure index is used when the failure index 
constraints are setup in HEEDS software. 
Mode Separation 
The mode separation constraint is setup to examine that the first five natural 
frequencies of the wind turbine blade are separated from each other by more than ±5% of 
its natural frequency. The mathematical expression is given by in Eq. (27) 
0.05 •(£ + L 0 
fn-fn-l> ~2 ^ ^ (27) 
where the fn is nth mode of natural frequency. 
The mode separation constraint is necessary to avoid continuous resonance regions and 
confirm if the modal analysis is well performed. The separation of mode frequencies are 
evaluated in Excel, and it is designed to return "1" if the mode separation constraint is 
satisfied or "0" if the constraint is violated. Thus, the constraint setting in HEEDS software is 
set so that the mode separation constraint is not violated when it is greater than 1. 
Mode Interference 
The mode interference constraint is designed to examine if the wind turbine blade has 
resonance due to excitation of rotor rotation and blade pass rate in ±10% of the operating 
RPM region. The constraint is set up as feasible if ±5% region of the first five natural 
frequencies does not coincide with the excitation frequency of both rotor rotation and 
blade pass rate with in ±10% of rotation frequency. The mode interference can be 
expressed mathematically as given by Eq. (28) 
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[(0.95 . / n > 1.1 . / r l ) or (1.05 - / n < 0.9 -/ r l)] 
and (28) 
[(0.95 • / „ > 1.1 ./ r B) or (1.05 • fn< 0.9 ./ rB)] 
The mode interference constraint is also calculated in Excel, and returns " 1 " if a design is 
feasible and "0" if a constraint is violated. 
7.1.4. Search Method 
When a multi-objective parameter optimization is performed, the optimum design can 
be searched based on one of the following: 
• Search for an optimal solution based on the weighted-sum of the objectives. 
• Perform a Pareto optimization to obtain tradeoff relationships between the 
objectives. 
The weighted-sum based optimization searches for the optimum design using the 
performance of designs. This type of optimization search method allows to treat an multi-
objective optimization problem as a single objective optimization problem. It searches the 
optimum design which will have higher performance rating. The design which has the 
highest performance rating is the optimum design for the weighted sum based optimization 
search method. 
The performance rating, rj1, of a design can be found using Eq. (29) [27] 
Nobj 
Vi 
-n 
i=l x 
(LinWti • St • Objt QuadWtt • $ • Ofe/V 
Norrrii Norrrii' 
7=1 V 
(LinWtj • ConViolj QuadWtt • ConViolj' 
Norrrii Norm2 
(29) 
where, 
AU; = Number of objectives in optimization study. 
LinWti = The linear weight for the zth objective. The default value is 1. 
Si 
Objt 
.-th 
= Sign for the / objective. The value is -1 for objectives being minimized and 
+1 for objectives being maximized. 
= The value of the zth objective. 
th Norrrii = The normalizing value for the / objective. 
th QuadWti = The quadratic weight for the i objective. The default value is 0 
N 
con 
- Number of constraints in the optimization study. 
•th LinWtj = The liniear weight for they constraint. The default value is 0 
.•th ConViolj = The amount by which they constraint is violated. This value is 0.0 if the 
constraint is met. 
Nornij = The normalizing value for the / h constraint. The normalizing value of 
constraints are set as same as limit value of constraints. 
QuadWtj = The quadratic weight for the/h constraint. The default value is 10000.0. 
In this research, an additional performance rating which includes the margins from limit 
value of constraints. This performance rating will rate a design based on both performance 
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of objectives and how far it is from the failure region. This second performance rating is 
applied only for the feasible designs. To avoid the high rating of a design which has low 
objective performance with large margin from the failure region, the linear weights of the 
constraints are set to 0.1. The performance rating with margin from constraint, rj2, is 
defined by Eq. (30) 
Nobj Ncon 
Z /LinWti • St • Objt\ xr* (LinWtj • \Conj — ConLimitj\\ \ Nornii ) Z J I Norrrii ) 
i=l j=l v J ' 
where, 
Conj = The value of the/h constraint. 
ConLimitj = The limit value for the/h constraint. 
When a Pareto optimization is performed, each objective is treated independently. The 
end result is a Pareto front set, containing the optimal designs based on the tradeoffs of all 
the objectives. The each design of the Pareto front set is optimal in some sense for one of 
the objectives. A Pareto optimization selects the optimal designs based on whether they 
dominate other designs. A design is said to dominate another when it is better in at least 
one objective and not worse in all other objectives. During the run, feasible designs that are 
not currently dominated by any other design are given the rank of 1. Then the remaining 
designs are re-ranked and those that are not dominated by any other design in that group 
are given the rank of 2. The procedure is repeated, re-ranking the remaining designs to 
establish ranks 3, 4, etc. The set of designs that are not dominated by any other design not 
yet found is called the Pareto set. The set of designs that are not dominated by any designs 
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in the entire search space is known as the Pareto front. As the optimization process is 
running, the Pareto sets typically continue to approach the Pareto front, which is the set of 
ideal solutions. [27] 
The MO-SHERPA (Multi-Objective SHERPA) method of HEEDS software is used for 
optimization algorithm, which can handle Pareto optimization. SHERPA is a proprietary 
hybrid and adaptive search strategy available within HEEDS MDO. During a single 
parametric optimization study, SHERPA uses the elements of multiple search methods 
simultaneously (not sequentially) in a unique blended manner. This approach attempts to 
take advantage of the best attributes of each method. Attributes from a combination of 
global and local search methods are used, and each participating approach contains internal 
tuning parameters that are modified automatically during the search according to 
knowledge gained about the nature of the design space. This evolving knowledge about the 
design space also determines when and to what extent each approach contributes to the 
search. In other words, SHERPA efficiently learns about the design space and adapts itself so 
as to effectively search all sorts of design spaces, even very complicated ones. SHERPA is a 
direct optimization algorithm in which all function evaluations are performed using the 
actual model as opposed to an approximate response surface model. [27] 
In this research, both the best designs which have highest performance rating and the 
designs Pareto front are considered to generate the optimum design. The best performance 
rating design and the designs of Pareto front are compared and the optimum design is 
selected. 
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The random seed 0.138806 is used for this optimization problem. 
7.2. Large Scale Wind Turbine Blade MDO : Phase 1 
In this MDO problem, variable scale wind turbine blade model is used to optimize the wind 
turbine blade. The wind turbine blade subjected to both rotor stop and rotor rotation 
conditions are considered to determine the feasibility of a design generated in the optimization 
process. The natural frequencies of a wind turbine blade design are also evaluated to confirm 
the feasibility of the design from mode separation and mode interference constraints. 
The wind turbine blade design which produces more energy and earns more profit (20 years 
cumulative) with low weight is searched in this MDO problem. This MDO will search an 
optimum design that will provide the 20 year cumulative profit and the electricity generated for 
various wind turbine blade configuration. 
7.2.1. Design Variables 
Total 110 design variables are defined in this MDO problem. The thickness of skin 
material MAT and TRIAX are fixed as their original thickness of the baseline design for all of 
the stations. The thickness of plies of glass fiber and carbon fiber for all stations are set as 
independent variables. Additionally, the top and bottom surfaces of the wind turbine blade 
skin are set as separated sections. The range of scale factor of wind turbine blade is set as 
varying from 1 to 20. The thickness of steel root fitting is also set as an independent design 
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variable. The baseline values are set with the optimum design from baseline validation 
optimization problem. 
Table 19. Design Variables for MDO Phase 1. 
Scale 
Station 
1 
H o p 
H o p 
1 Bottom 
1 Bottom 
2 Top 
2 Top 
2 Bottom 
2 Bottom 
3 Top 
3 Top 
1 3 Bottom 
1 3 Bottom 
4 Top 
4 Top 
| 4 Bottom 
1 4 Bottom 
5 Top 
5 Top 
5 Bottom 
5 Bottom 
6 Top 
6 Top 
1 6 Bottom 
| 6 Bottom 
7 Top 
7 Top 
7 Bottom 
7 Bottom 
8 Top 
8 Top 
8 Bottom 
| 8 Bottom 
Factor 
Material 
Steel 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
ID 
SF 
ID 
T_RootFitting 
T_GI_sec01_Top 
T_Gr_sec01_Top 
T_GI_sec01_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec01_Bottom 
T_GI_sec02_Top 
T_Gr_sec02_Top 
T_GI_sec02_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec02_Bottom 
T_GI_sec03_Top 
T_Gr_sec03_Top 
T_GI_sec03_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec03_Bottom 
T_GI_sec04_Top 
T_Gr_sec04_Top 
T_GI_sec04_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec04_Bottom 
T_GI_sec05_Top 
T_Gr_sec05_Top 
T_GI_sec05_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec05_Bottom 
T_GI_sec06_Top 
T_Gr_sec06_Top 
T_GI_sec06_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec06_Bottom 
T_GI_sec07_Top 
T_Gr_sec07_Top 
T_GI_sec07_Bottom 
T Gr sec07 Bottom 
T_GI_sec08_Top 
T_Gr_sec08_Top 
T_GI_sec08_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec08_Bottom 
Scale Factor 
Min 
1 
Thic 
Min 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Baseline 
1 
Max 
20 
knessof Plies (in) 
Baseline 
0.154792 
0.375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.0394 
0 
0.0394 
0 
0.0591 
0 
0.0591 
0 
0.0394 
0 
0.0394 
0 
0.0197 
0 
0.0197 
0 
0.0197 
0 
0.0197 
0 
0.073875 
0 
0.073875 
0 
0.014775 
0 
0.014775 
Max 
5 
15 
15 
15 
15 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Resolution 
1000001 
Resolution 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
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9 Top 
9 Top 
9 Bottom 
9 Bottom 
10 Top 
10 Top 
10 Bottom 
10 Bottom 
11 Top 
11 Top 
11 Bottom 
11 Bottom 
12 Top 
12 Top 
12 Bottom 
12 Bottom 
13 Top 
13 Top 
13 Bottom 
13 Bottom 
Spar 
Spar 
Station 
lTop 
lTop 
1 Bottom 
1 Bottom 
2 Top 
2 Top 
2 Bottom 
2 Bottom 
3 Top 
3 Top 
3 Bottom 
3 Bottom 
4 Top 
4 Top 
4 Bottom 
4 Bottom 
5 Top 
5 Top 
5 Bottom 
5 Bottom 
6 Top 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Material 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
T_GI_sec09_Top 
T_Gr_sec09_Top 
T_GI_sec09_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec09_Bottom 
T_GI_seclO_Top 
T_Gr_seclO_Top 
T_GI_seclO_Bottom 
T_Gr_seclO_Bottom 
T_GI_secll_Top 
T_Gr_secll_Top 
T Gl secll Bottom 
T_Gr_secll_Bottom 
T_GI_secl2_Top 
T_Gr_secl2_Top 
T_GI_secl2_Bottom 
T_Gr_secl2_Bottom 
T_GI_secl3_Top 
T_Gr_secl3_Top 
T_GI_secl3_Bottom 
T_Gr_secl3_Bottom 
TGISpar 
TGrSpar 
ID 
O_GI_sec01_Top 
O_Gr_sec01_Top 
O_GI_sec01_Bottom 
O_Gr_sec01_Bottom 
O_GI_sec02_Top 
O_Gr_sec02_Top 
O_GI_sec02_Bottom 
0 _Gr_sec02_Bottom 
O_GI_sec03_Top 
O_Gr_sec03_Top 
O_GI_sec03_Bottom 
0_G r_sec03_Botto m 
O_GI_sec04_Top 
O_Gr_sec04_Top 
O_GI_sec04_Bottom 
0 Gr sec04 Bottom 
O_GI_sec05_Top 
O_Gr_sec05_Top 
0_G l_sec05_Botto m 
0_G r_sec05_Botto m 
O_GI_sec06_Top 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.044325 
0 
0.044325 
0 
0.044325 
0 
0.044325 
0.005 
0.014775 
0.005 
0.014775 
0 
0.014775 
0 
0.014775 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Orientation of Plies (deg) 
Min 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Baseline 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Max 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
1000001 
Resolution 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
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6 Top 
6 Bottom 
6 Bottom 
7 Top 
7 Top 
7 Bottom 
7 Bottom 
8 Top 
8 Top 
8 Bottom 
8 Bottom 
9 Top 
9 Top 
9 Bottom 
9 Bottom 
10 Top 
10 Top 
10 Bottom 
10 Bottom 
11 Top 
11 Top 
11 Bottom 
11 Bottom 
12 Top 
12 Top 
12 Bottom 
12 Bottom 
13 Top 
13 Top 
13 Bottom 
13 Bottom 
Spar 
Spar 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
O_Gr_sec06_Top 
O_GI_sec06_Bottom 
O_Gr_sec06_Bottom 
O_GI_sec07_Top 
O_Gr_sec07_Top 
O_GI_sec07_Bottom 
0_G r_sec07_Bottom 
O_GI_sec08_Top 
O_Gr_sec08_Top 
O_GI_sec08_Bottom 
O_Gr_sec08_Bottom 
O_GI_sec09_Top 
O_Gr_sec09_Top 
0_G l_sec09_Bottom 
O_Gr_sec09_Bottom 
O_GI_secl0_Top 
O_Gr_secl0_Top 
O_GI_secl0_Bottom 
O_Gr_secl0_Bottom 
0_GI_secll_Top 
0_Gr_secll_Top 
0_GI_secll_Bottom 
0_Gr_secll_Bottom 
0_GI_secl2_Top 
0_Gr_secl2_Top 
0_GI_secl2_Bottom 
0_Gr_secl2_Bottom 
0_GI_secl3_Top 
0_Gr_secl3_Top 
0_GI_secl3_Bottom 
0_Gr_secl3_Bottom 
0_GI_Spar 
0_Gr_Spar 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
179 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
180 
7.2.2. Objectives 
Three multiple objectives are defined in this MDO problem. Weight, annual energy production 
and life cycle profit are considered as the three multiple objectives. The normalizing factor of weight 
is set to 1704652 lb which is the 203 times of weight of baseline design, which is 213.0815 lb. The 
annual energy production, E1Year, at scale factor of 20 calculated from Eq. (14) is used for 
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normalizing factor of annual energy production objective. The 20 year profit is set at 300 million 
dollars. 
Table 20. Objectives for MDO Phase 1. 
Response 
Weight 
Annual Energy 
Production 
20 Year Cumulative 
Profit 
ID 
Weight 
kWh_Annual 
CumProfit_20 
Option 
Minimize 
Maximize 
Maximize 
Normalizing 
Factor 
1704652 
172908101 
300000000 
Linear 
Weight 
1 
1 
1 
Quadratic 
Weight 
0 
0 
0 
7.2.3. Constraints 
The same constraints are used as the constraints of the optimization process validation. 
However, the constraints for rotor rotation are included because the rotor rotation 
condition is considered in this phase. 
Table 21. Constraints for MDO Phase 1. 
Response 
Deformation Index of 
rotor rotation 
condition 
Failure Index Max of 
rotor rotation 
condition 
Failure Index Min of 
rotor rotation 
condition 
Deformation Index of 
rotor stop condition 
Failure Index Max of 
rotor stop condition 
Failure Index Min of 
rotor stop condition 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
ID 
R_Def_ldx 
R_TW_Max_ldx 
R_TW_Min_ldx 
S_DefJdx 
S_TW_Max_ldx 
S_TW_Min_ldx 
Mode_Sep 
Modejnt 
Option 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
> 
> 
Limit 
1 
0.74074 
0.74074 
1 
0.74074 
0.74074 
1 
1 
Linear 
Weight 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Quadratic 
Weight 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
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7.2.4. Search Method 
The MO-SHERPA optimization algorithm is used for optimum design search method. 
Both Pareto front and performance of evaluation are monitored. 
Three sub-cases are considered in this MDO problem, because three HEEDS 
optimization runs can be conducted simultaneously in three computers. The thickness of 
steel root fitting is set as numeric parameter in HEEDS rather than continuous variable and 
the value is set to 0 in sub-case 1 to examine if the wind turbine blade structure could have 
better performance only with glass or carbon fiber material without steel root fitting. For 
this reason, the maximum thicknesses of station 1 are set to 15 inches rather than 10 inches. 
The second sub-case is designed to consider only 0° orientation angle. All of orientations 
are set to numeric parameter with 0° value. This sub-case will allow for examining the 
dominance of various angles. Moreover, it might give a chance to examine the effect of the 
number of design variables on optimization performance. 
The sub-case 3 consider all of the design variables independently, and the designs 
generated from sub-case 1 and 2 and the corresponding responses are fed into sub-case 3 
regularly using initialization technique of HEEDS. Feeding more designs with responses, the 
SHERPA optimization algorithm can learn more design evaluations, and it can evaluate 
better designs based on feed data. The third sub-case will consider 3 times more designs 
than other cases. The initialization technique of HEEDS software is explained in Appendix H. 
The random seeds of 0.248374, 0.843176 and 0.012495 are used for case 1, 2 and 3 
respectively. 
7.3. Large Scale Wind Turbine Blade MDO : Phase 2 
The Phase 2 large wind turbine blade MDO includes the minimization of cost per unit power 
generation is addition to the objectives used in Phase 1 MDO. While the Phase 1 study was 
searching for an optimum wind turbine design that can be larger and earn more profit, the 
Phase 2 MDO searches an optimum design which generates electricity efficiently and still can 
produce large amounts of energy and earn higher profit. 
In addition to maximizing profit and minimizing weight, the cost efficiency of power 
generation needs to be included as an objective. However, adding minimizing power generation 
rate as an objective puts more weight to searching an optimum design that generates power 
efficiently. 
The Phase 1 design was more likely a better design for one large wind turbine. Applications 
for one large wind turbine includes wind power station with limited land space or off-shore 
wind farms. The wind turbine design of Phase 1 maximizes energy generation and lifetime 
profit. On the other hand, the design of Phase 2 is for wind farms which have multiple wind 
turbines. The Phase 2 design considers an optimum design which will have relatively high 
energy generation and lifetime cumulative profit. However the land or off-shore for 
construction of wind farms space is still limited for a wind farm. Therefore large wind turbines 
are preferred. For Phase 2 all four objectives are considered simultaneously. 
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7.3.1. Design Variables 
Total 56 design variables are considered in this MDO problem. Based on the results of 
Phase 1 MDO problem, 0° orientation is applied for every region. 94.11% of designs had all 
0° orientations among the top 1409 feasible designs (which have positive performance rate) 
in sub-case 3 results of Phase 1. Moreover, the designs which have other than 0° 
orientation appears after top 729 designs. Nevertheless, the optimum design of Phase 1 
MDO problem is found from sub-case 2. For those reasons, using 0° orientation for all 
regions as numeric parameter (which is non-independent variable) is very efficient to find 
an optimum design. Thus, all of the orientations in every region are set as 0° and are not 
considered as independent design variables. 
The designs which have zero root fitting thickness were distributed all over the 
performance ratings in sub-case 3 of Phase 1 study. Moreover, the optimum design of the 
Phase 1 study has root fitting thickness of 0.132365 inches. 88.86% of top 1409 designs of 
sub-case 3 of Phase 1 study had less than 1 inch thickness of root fitting and the average 
thickness was 0.43913 inch. Thus, the maximum thickness of root fitting is set to 1 inch. 
In Phase 2 MDO, tighter design space is considered. The average thickness of top 1409 
designs from Phase 1 mostly had less than 5 inch thickness. The station 2 had maximum 
thickness for the 13 stations as 6.031077 inches. So, the maximum thickness of station 2 is 
set to 7 inches and the maximum thicknesses for other regions are set at 5 inches. However, 
for station 1, 3, 4 and 5, the total maximum thickness is set at 6 inches for a gradual change 
of thickness. The resolution also adjusted to search the designs in 0.001 inch unit. The 
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rounded up design variable values from the optimum design of Phase 1 are used for 
baseline design. 
In this MDO problem, only the large scale wind turbine design (longer than 55 m rotor 
radius) is conducted. The resolution of scale factor, SF, is set as 0.1 unit. The reduced 
resolution will reduce the design space. It will help to find the converged design faster with 
appropriate resolution. 
Table 22. Design Variables for MDO Phase 2. 
Scale Factor 
Station 
1 
H o p 
H o p 
1 Bottom 
1 Bottom 
2 Top 
2 Top 
2 Bottom 
2 Bottom 
3 Top 
3 Top 
3 Bottom 
3 Bottom 
4 Top 
4 Top 
1 4 Bottom 
4 Bottom 
5 Top 
5 Top 
5 Bottom 
5 Bottom 
6 Top 
6 Top 
6 Bottom 
Material 
Steel 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
ID 
SF 
ID 
T_RootFitting 
T_GI_sec01_Top 
T_Gr_sec01_Top 
T_GI_sec01_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec01_Bottom 
T_GI_sec02_Top 
T_Gr_sec02_Top 
T_GI_sec02_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec02_Bottom 
T_GI_sec03_Top 
T_Gr_sec03_Top 
T_GI_sec03_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec03_Bottom 
T_GI_sec04_Top 
T_Gr_sec04_Top 
T_GI_sec04_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec04_Bottom 
T_GI_sec05_Top 
T_Gr_sec05_Top 
T Gl sec05 Bottom 
T Gr sec05 Bottom 
T_GI_sec06_Top 
T_Gr_sec06_Top 
T_G l_sec06_Bottom 
Scale Factor 
Min 
6.5 
Thic 
Min 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Baseline 
19.6 
Max 
20 
kness of Plies (in) 
Baseline 
0.132 
3.526 
1.834 
2.354 
2.768 
5.315 
4.562 
7 
1.998 
2.956 
3.29 
3.475 
0.459 
1.427 
0.935 
5.438 
0.088 
1.579 
0.065 
5.53 
3.503 
0.173 
2.608 
4.529 
Max 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
Resolution 
136 
Resolution 
1001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
7001 
7001 
7001 
7001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
6001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
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6 Bottom 
7 Top 
7 Top 
7 Bottom 
7 Bottom 
8 Top 
8 Top 
8 Bottom 
8 Bottom 
9 Top 
9 Top 
9 Bottom 
9 Bottom 
10 Top 
10 Top 
10 Bottom 
10 Bottom 
11 Top 
11 Top 
11 Bottom 
11 Bottom 
12 Top 
12 Top 
12 Bottom 
12 Bottom 
13 Top 
13 Top 
13 Bottom 
13 Bottom 
Spar 
Spar 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
Glass 
Carbon 
T_G r_sec06_Bottom 
T_GI_sec07_Top 
T_Gr_sec07_Top 
T_GI_sec07_Bottom 
T_G r_sec07_Bottom 
T_GI_sec08_Top 
T_Gr_sec08_Top 
T_GI_sec08_Bottom 
T_G r_sec08_Bottom 
T_GI_sec09_Top 
T_Gr_sec09_Top 
T_GI_sec09_Bottom 
T_Gr_sec09_Bottom 
T_GI_seclO_Top 
T_Gr_seclO_Top 
T_GI_seclO_Bottom 
T_Gr_seclO_Bottom 
T_GI_secll_Top 
T_Gr_secll_Top 
T_GI_secll_Bottom 
T_Gr_secll_Bottom 
T_GI_secl2_Top 
T_Gr_secl2_Top 
T_GI_secl2_Bottom 
T_Gr_secl2_Bottom 
T_GI_secl3_Top 
T_Gr_secl3_Top 
T_GI_secl3_Bottom 
T_Gr_secl3_Bottom 
TGISpar 
TGrSpar 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1.587 
1.84 
1.181 
1.602 
0.396 
0.403 
1.601 
2.646 
1.843 
2.241 
1.42 
0.8 
0.965 
4.521 
1.562 
4.982 
1.436 
3.604 
0.041 
0.312 
3.408 
3.99 
4.573 
3.353 
2.032 
5 
0.501 
0.02 
2.689 
1.933 
4.123 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
5001 
7.3.2. Objectives 
All four objectives are considered in this MDO problem. The normalizing factor is obtained from 
the average value of power production rate of off-shore wind turbines from year 2009 to expected 
rate of year 2025 [28]. The weight, annual energy production and lifetime profit are the same as 
Phase 1 MDO problem. 
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Table 23. Objectives for MDO Phase 2. 
Response 
Weight 
Annual Energy 
Production 
20 Year Cumulative 
Profit 
| Power Production Rate 
ID 
Weight 
kWh_Annual 
CumProfit_20 
DpkW 
Option 
Minimize 
Maximize 
Maximize 
Minimize 
Normalizing 
Factor 
1704652 
172908101 
300000000 
3810 
Linear 
Weight 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Quadratic 
Weight 
0 
0 
0 
0 
7.3.3. Constraints 
The same constraints are used as Phase 1 MDO study in Phase 2 MDO study. 
Table 24. Constraints for MDO Phase 2. 
Response 
Deformation Index of 
rotor rotation condition 
Failure Index Max of 
rotor rotation condition 
1 Failure Index Min of rotor 
rotation condition 
Deformation Index of 
rotor stop condition 
Failure Index Max of 
rotor stop condition 
1 Failure Index Min of rotor 
stop condition 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
ID 
R_Def_ldx 
R_TW_Max_ldx 
R_TW_Min_ldx 
S_DefJdx 
S_TW_Max_ldx 
S_TW_Min_ldx 
Mode_Sep 
Modejnt 
Option 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
< 
> 
> 
Limit 
1 
0.74074 
0.74074 
1 
0.74074 
0.74074 
1 
1 
Linear 
Weight 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Quadratic 
Weight 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
7.3.4. Search Method 
Same as the Phase 1 MDO problem, the MO-SHERPA optimization algorithm is used for 
the optimum design search method. Both Pareto front and performance of evaluation are 
monitored. 
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The three machines are used for the optimization process. The design variables of all of 
three computers are kept the same. The optimization process of the first and the second 
machines ran individually. The design and response data from machines 1 and 2 are fed to 
third machine regularly using an initialization technique. The random seeds of 0.674328, 
0.754639 and 0.315726 are used for sub-case 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 
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8. Results 
8.1. Finite Element Model Calibration 
The blade weight for different layup sequences are compared for both Ong and Tsai's paper 
[10] and FEMAP FE model in Figure 13. The average percent difference is 0.68%. The overall 
weight of FEMAP FE model is slightly under estimated because of the linearized mesh. 
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
C260 Replacement % 
Figure 13. Weight comparison of baseline blade models. 
The displacement results to flapping direction of Ong and Tsai's paper [10] and FEA result 
are compared in Figure 14. The percent difference is less than 5%. 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
Sections 
Figure 14. Displacement comparison of baseline blade models. 
The failure analysis using Tsai-Wu criterion resulted 0.535 for NASTRAN while Ong and Tsai 
had 0.5. The percent difference is 7%. 
8.2. Cost Estimation Model Calibration 
The material cost for various percentages of C260 material replacement are plotted in 
Figure 15. The theoretical material cost and the material cost estimated by SEER-Mfg had less 
than 4% average percent difference. However, the material cost of Ong and Tsai increased 
drastically with the percentage increase of CFRP. This is because Ong and Tsai estimated the 
material cost based on volume ratio for different percentage of C260 material rather than the 
estimate from the actual weight of each layup case. 
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3500 
-co-
0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 
Percent of Unidirectional Glass Replacement 
Figure 15. Material cost comparison of baseline blade models. 
# Ongetal. 
-•-SEER-Mfg 
—*r«Theory 
The labor hour and the labor cost of both non-scaled labor hour and scaled labor hour cases 
are plotted in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. The average percent difference of labor 
hour of non-scaled case is less than 5% and scaled case is less than 4%. The labor cost of Figure 
17 had less than 5% average percent difference for both non-scaled and scaled cases. 
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Figure 16. Labor hour comparison of baseline blade models. 
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Figure 17. Labor cost comparison of baseline blade models. 
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The total manufacturing costs are compared in Figure 18. The average percent difference of 
non-scaled total cost and SEER-Mfg is 3%. The average percent difference between the sum of 
Ong and Tsai's paper [10] labor cost and theoretical material cost when compared with the 
SEER-Mfg cost is less than 4%. For the scaled case, average percent difference between the sum 
of Ong and Tsai's labor cost and theoretical material cost when compared with the SEER-Mfg 
cost is less than 4%. However, because of the overshoot of the material cost of Ong and Tsai's 
paper [10], the average percent difference exceeded 19%. 
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Figure 18. Total cost comparison of baseline blade models. 
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8.3. Baseline Analysis 
The baseline analysis of the wind turbine blade FE model is performed not only for the rotor 
stop condition, but also for the rotor rotation condition and modal analyses. The response of 
the baseline model is needed for all of those conditions. The baseline response will be used as a 
reference to evaluate the optimum design. The 100% carbon model of Ong and Tsai's paper is 
used as a reference model. The results of FEA and cost estimation of the 100% carbon model 
under rotor rotation and rotor stop condition are given in Table 25 and Campbell diagram is 
shown in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19. Campbell diagram of carbon fiber baseline blade model. 
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Table 25. Response results of 100% carbon baseline model. 
Responses 
Performance rate 1, ?/! 
Performance rate 2, r}2 
Weight (lb) 
Power Generation (kW) 
Annual Energy Production (kWh) 
Annual Emission Reduction (ton) 
Single Blade Cost ($) 
Installed Wind Turbine System Cost ($) 
Power Production Rate ($/kW) 
Annual Sale ($) 
20 Years Lifetime Profit ($) 
Deformation Index 
Total Maximum Deformation 
Deformation, X 
Deformation, Y 
Deformation, Z 
Failure Index 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
Mode 1 
Mode 2 
Mode 3 
Mode 4 
Mode 5 
Result Values 
Phase 1 
0.005314 
0.340365 
Phase 2 
-0.34514 
-0.01009 
251.434 
49.346 
432270 
185.876 
1561.34 
65887.84 
1335.22 
47722.64 
888564.88 
Rotor Rotation 
0.55168 
Max 
24.8324 
0.43654 
0.57976 
24.5199 
0.55582 
Min 
0 
-0.19222 
-3.93367 
-0.82509 
0.000419 
Rotor Stop 
0.440096 
Max 
19.8801 
0.34237 
0.58365 
19.54 
0.67082 
Min 
0 
-0.18286 
-3.67012 
-0.75549 
0.000883 
Pass 
Pass 
6.907807 
11.20774 
15.78618 
19.72175 
22.01549 
8.4. Optimization Process Validation 
A total of 3494 evaluations are performed and 1590 feasible designs are created. The 
archive size was set to 20. One evaluation took slightly less than 1 minute and a total 
computational time to reach an optimum design is 58 hours. The optimum design was found at 
an evaluation number of 2868. The results of the optimum design are shown in Table 26. 
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Table 26. Optimum design responses of optimization process validation optimization. 
Performance Rate 
Weight (lb) 
Single Blade Cost ($) 
Deformation Index 
Tsai-Wu Failure Index 
Baseline 
-5.09709 
251.434 
2582.75 
0.49647 
0.53501 
Optimum Design 
-3.78021 
213.082 
1649.4 
0.99346 
0.73397 
% difference 
25.84% 
-15.25 % 
-36.14 % 
100.10 
37.19 
Table 27. Number of layers of optimum design. 
Station 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Baseline Design 
Glass Fiber 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Carbon Fiber 
12 
19 
25 
22 
17 
17 
13 
9 
9 
7 
7 
Optimum Design 
Glass Fiber 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
Carbon Fiber 
8 
12 
8 
4 
4 
15 
3 
9 
9 
3 
3 
Table 28. Natural frequencies of optimum design. 
Mode 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Baseline Design (Hz) 
6.8880 
11.2034 
15.7837 
19.9301 
22.0536 
Optimum Design (Hz) 
5.2056 
8.8274 
13.5621 
17.0226 
18.2135 
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Figure 20. Campbell diagram of optimum design of MDO process validation. 
The graphs evaluation vs. weight and evaluation vs. blade cost are given in Figure 21 and 22 
respectively. The rank 1 is the group of top 100 high performance rate designs. The rank 2 and 3 
are the top 200 and top 300 designs respectively. The rank 4 designs are the designs better 
than baseline and the rank 5 designs are the design which have lower performance rate than 
the baseline design. 
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Figure 21 . Evaluation vs. weight graph of MDO process validation. 
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Figure 22. Evaluation vs. blade cost graph of MDO process validation. 
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The weight vs. blade cost graphs are given in Figure 23 and 24. Those graph shows the 
relationship between two objectives. The cost of blade is pretty much proportional to the 
weight of the wind turbine blade. 
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Figure 23. Weight vs. blade cost graph of MDO process validation. 
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Figure 24. Detailed weight vs. blade cost graph of MDO process validation. 
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The graphs of var ious constra ints vs. object ives are i l lustrated in Figure 25 th rough Figure 28. 
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Figure 25. Deformation Index vs. blade cost graph of MDO process val idat ion. 
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Figure 26. Deformation Index vs. weight graph of MDO process validation. 
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Figure 27. Failure Index vs. blade cost graph of MDO process validation. 
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Figure 28. Failure Index vs. weight graph of MDO process validation. 
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8.5. Large Scale Wind Turbine MDO: Phase 1 
The optimization run information is listed in Table 29. The sub-case 3 has three times more 
evaluations because the evaluations from sub-case 1 and 2 are fed and combined with sub-case 
3. The optimum design is found at evaluation 9503 of sub-case 2, which considered only 0° 
orientations. After the designs from sub-case 2 are fed into sub-case 3, the optimizer of sub-
case 3 could not find a better design than the design 9503 of sub-case 2. The design 30078 of 
sub-case 3 is the same design as the design 9503 of sub-case 2. The optimum design has highest 
value for both performance rate 1 and 2. The design variables and responses of optimum 
design of Phase 1 MDO are listed in Table 30 and Table 31. All of the orientation angles of the 
laminate layups are 0°. The Campbell diagram of optimum design is shown in Figure 29. The 
Pareto front graphs between the various objectives are given in Figures 30 through 32. 
Moreover, the graphs for various objectives and constraints are shown in Figures 33 through 44. 
Table 29. Optimization run information of MDO Phase 1. 
Sub-case 
Total Evaluations 
Feasible Designs 
1 Optimum Design Based 
on Performance Rate 1 
1 Optimum Design Based 
| on Performance Rate 2 
1 
11637 
5573 
9564 
1530 
2 
11106 
8900 
9503 
9503 
3 
37310 
22739 
30078 
30078 
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Table 30. Optimum design responses of MDO Phase 1. 
Evaluation 
Feasibility 
Performance Rate 1 
Performance Rate 2 
Scale Factor 
Blade Length (in) 
Weight (lb) 
| Power Generation (kW) 
Annual Energy 
Production (kWh) 
Annual Emission 
Reduction (ton) 
Single Blade Cost ($) 
1 Installed Wind Turbine 
System Cost ($) 
1 Power Production Rate 
($/kW) 
Annual Sale ($) 
| Break Even Point (Years) 
20 Years 
Lifetime Profit ($) 
1 Deformation Index of 
Rotor Rotation condition 
1 Failure Index of Rotor 
Rotation condition 
1 Deformation Index of 
Rotor Stop condition 
1 Failure Index of Rotor 
Stop condition 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
Mode 1 
Mode 2 
Mode 3 
Mode 4 
Mode 5 
Baseline Design 
0 
Feasible 
0.005314 
0.340365 
1 
337 
251.434 
49.346 
432270 
185.876 
1561.34 
65887.84 
1335.22 
47722.64 
1.395 
888564.88 
0.551680 
0.555820 
0.440096 
0.670820 
Pass 
Pass 
6.907807 
11.20774 
15.78618 
19.72175 
22.01549 
Optimum Design 
9503 
Feasible 
0.471414 
0.831682 
19.626821 
6614.2 
2549562.985 
19008.645 
166515733 
71601.765 
14293370.47 
66456569.56 
3496.12 
18383336.97 
3.561 
301210169.80 
0.365146 
0.656520 
0.307287 
0.615280 
Pass 
Pass 
0.269946 
0.500377 
0.862405 
1.284911 
1.396039 
% difference 
-
-
8770.53 
144.35 
1862.68 
1862.68 
1013908.79 
38421.21 
38421.21 
38421.21 
915357.81 
100763.17 
161.84 
38421.21 
155.27 
33798.50 
-33.81 
18.12 
-30.18 
-8.28 
-
-
-96.09 
-95.54 
-94.54 
-93.48 
-93.66 
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Table 31. Results of design variables of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
Design Variables 
Scale Factor 
3 (D 
</» 
</> 
5 ' 
Root Fitting 
Spar 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Baseline Design 
1 
0.154792 
Glass Fiber 
0 
To 
Glass 
Fiber 
0.375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
P 
Carbon 
Fiber 
0 
0.0591 
0.093575 
0.123125 
0.10835 
0.083725 
0.083725 
0.064025 
0.044325 
0.044325 
0.034475 
0.034475 
0 
Carbon Fiber 
0 
Bottom 
Glass 
Fiber 
0.375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Carbon 
Fiber 
0 
0.0591 
0.093575 
0.123125 
0.10835 
0.083725 
0.083725 
0.064025 
0.044325 
0.044325 
0.034475 
0.034475 
0 
Optimum Design 
19.626821 
0.132365 
Glass Fiber 
1.93302 
To 
Glass 
Fiber 
3.52572 
5.31539 
2.95595 
1.42739 
1.5789 
0.17251 
1.84024 
0.40337 
2.24093 
4.52086 
3.6038 
3.99016 
5.27115 
p 
Carbon 
Fiber 
1.83419 
4.56154 
3.29033 
0.93481 
0.06494 
2.60793 
1.1805 
1.60086 
1.42029 
1.5624 
0.04063 
4.57339 
0.22984 
Carbon Fiber 
4.12314 
Bottom 
Glass 
Fiber 
2.354175 
8.06223 
3.47463 
5.43471 
5.52974 
4.52913 
1.60181 
2.64638 
0.79968 
4.98177 
0.31213 
3.35323 
0.02044 
Carbon 
Fiber 
2.76832 
0.93572 
0.45879 
0.0884 
3.50299 
1.58689 
0.39618 
1.84265 
0.96467 
1.43553 
3.4084 
2.03151 
2.6891 
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Figure 29. Campbell diagram of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 31 . Lifetime profit vs. weight Pareto front of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 33. Weight vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 34. Annual energy production vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 35. Lifetime profit vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 37. Annual Energy Production vs. failure index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 39. Weight vs. deformation index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 41 . Lifetime profit vs. deformation index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 43. Annual energy production vs. failure index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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Figure 44. Lifetime Profit vs. failure index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 1. 
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8.6. Large Scale Wind Turbine MDO: Phase 2 
The optimization run information is listed in Table 32. The optimum design is found at 
evaluation 7573 of sub-case 1 when the performance of design is rated only by objectives. The 
sub-case 3 optimizer also completed its optimization run with same optimum design. The 
design 24382 of sub-case 3 is same design of 7573 of sub-case 1. The optimum design, which 
included the margin from failure regions, is found in sub-case 3 at evaluation 21779. Note that 
the sub-case 3 has three times more evaluations because the evaluations from sub-case 1 and 2 
are fed and combined with sub-case 3. The design variables and responses of optimum design 
of Phase 1 MDO are listed in Tables 33 and 34. The Campbell diagram of optimum design is 
shown in Figure 45. The Pareto front graphs for variou objectives are shown in Figures 46 
through 51. Moreover, the graphs between various objectives and constraints are illustrated in 
Figures 52 through 67. 
Table 32. Optimization run information of MDO Phase 2. 
Sub-case 
Total Evaluations 
Feasible Designs 
Optimum Design Based 
on Performance Rate 1 
Optimum Design Based 
on Performance Rate 2 
1 
7677 
4917 
7573 
6886 
2 
9649 
6525 
9644 
9644 
3 
24645 
16479 
24382 
21779 
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Table 33. Optimum design responses of MDO Phase 2. 
Evaluation 
Feasibility 
Performance Rate 1 
Performance Rate 2 
Scale Factor 
Blade Length (in) 
Weight (lb) 
Power Generation (kW) 
Annual Energy 
Production (kWh) 
Annual Emission 
Reduction (ton) 
Single Blade Cost ($) 
Installed Wind Turbine 
System Cost ($) 
Power Production Rate 
($/kW) 
Annual Sale ($) 
Break Even Point (Years) 
20 Years 
Lifetime Profit ($) 
Deformation Index of 
Rotor Rotation condition 
Failure Index of Rotor 
Rotation condition 
Deformation Index of 
Rotor Stop condition 
Failure Index of Rotor 
Stop condition 
Mode Separation 
Mode Interference 
Mode l 
Mode 2 
Mode 3 
Mode 4 
Mode 5 
Baseline Design 
0 
Feasible 
-0.345138 
-0.010088 
1 
337 
251.434 
49.346 
432270 
185.876 
1561.34 
65887.84 
1335.22 
47722.64 
1.395 
888564.88 
0.551680 
0.555820 
0.440096 
0.670820 
1 
1 
6.907807 
11.20774 
15.78618 
19.72175 
22.01549 
Optimum Design 
7573 
Feasible 
-0.131959 
0.189767 
16.4 
5526.8 
1446963.488 
13272.078 
116263408 
49993.265 
6214192.49 
35103961.05 
2644.95 
12835480.19 
2.681 
221605642.73 
0.470247 
0.706710 
0.396705 
0.701940 
1 
1 
0.31613 
0.672243 
1.049966 
1.440496 
1.62725 
% difference 
-
-
61.77 
1981.16 
1540.00 
1540.00 
575384.39 
26796.00 
26796.00 
26796.00 
397904.87 
53178.36 
98.09 
26796.00 
92.23 
24839.73 
-14.76 
27.15 
-9.86 
4.64 
-
-
-95.42 
-94.00 
-93.35 
-92.70 
-92.61 
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Table 34. Results of design variables of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
Design Variables 
Scale Factor 
H 7 
o" 
3 
n> 
5' 
Root 
Fitting 
Spar 
Station 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Baseline Design 
1 
0.154792 
Glass Fiber 
0 
Top 
Glass 
Fiber 
0.375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Carbon 
Fiber 
0 
0.0591 
0.093575 
0.123125 
0.10835 
0.083725 
0.083725 
0.064025 
0.044325 
0.044325 
0.034475 
0.034475 
0 
Carbon Fiber 
0 
Bottom 
Glass 
Fiber 
0.375 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Carbon 
Fiber 
0 
0.0591 
0.093575 
0.123125 
0.10835 
0.083725 
0.083725 
0.064025 
0.044325 
0.044325 
0.034475 
0.034475 
0 
Optimum Design 
16.4 
0.755 
Glass Fiber 
2.749 
Top 
Glass 
Fiber 
1.571 
6.388 
3.34 
5.423 
2.649 
1.519 
1.299 
4.925 
0.42 
1.885 
3.262 
3.504 
4.058 
Carbon 
Fiber 
0 
1.237 
0.96 
0 
0.227 
0.167 
0.054 
1.04 
0.188 
0.5 
0.692 
0.533 
0.168 
Carbon Fiber 
3.203 
Bottom 
Glass 
Fiber 
1.528 
6.383 
4.82 
1.553 
0.974 
0.916 
1.603 
1.562 
0.122 
3.576 
0.282 
0.915 
2.247 
Carbon 
Fiber 
2.7 
2.336 
0.588 
0.328 
0.13 
4.25 
0.115 
1.449 
1.742 
1.441 
0.39 
1.822 
0.353 
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Figure 45. Campbell diagram of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 46. Annual energy production vs. weight Pareto front 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 47. Power production rate vs. weight Pareto front 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Pareto front of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 52. Annual energy production vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 53. Lifetime profit vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 54. Weight vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 55. Power generation rate vs. deformation index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 56. Annual energy production vs. failure index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 57. Lifetime profit vs. failure index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 58. Weight vs. failure index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 59. Power production rate vs. failure index of rotor rotation condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 60. Annual energy production vs. deformation index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 62. Weight vs. deformation index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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Figure 63. Power production rate vs. deformation index of rotor stop condition 
of optimum design of MDO Phase 2. 
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9. Discussions and Recommendation 
The results presented in this research clearly show that the developed optimization process 
can efficiently search for an optimum design of an HCLS in the design space. As shown in 
Figures 25 through 28, the optimizer found an optimum design near the failure region removing 
excessive materials and reducing the weight of the wind turbine blade structure. As shown in 
Figure 23, the cost of the wind turbine blade is almost promotional to weight of the blade. Thus, 
reducing excessive weight leads to minimizing both the weight and the cost. The optimization 
process developed in this research found the optimum design that satisfied both the objectives 
near the failure region. 
The Phase 1 of the MDO process is to find a design which maximizing energy and profit and 
at the same time minimizing the weight of the blade. In this problem, the wind turbine blade 
model had a variable scale and an optimum size of the wind turbine blade had to be obtained. 
The change of scale directly affects the thickness of the hybrid composite laminate because as 
the structure becomes bigger, the thickness of laminate structure also increases to withstand 
the loading conditions. The scale factor and ply thicknesses of the different regions are set as 
independent design variables. No assumptions are formulated for those variables. The baseline 
design had a scale factor of 1 and is located at the very edge of the design space. The optimum 
design, which have scale factor of 19.6, is found at the other end of design space for the scale 
factor design variable. The optimum design certainly produces 38000% more energy and 3300% 
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more profit than baseline design during the lifetime of 20 years. The optimum design had 
relatively light weight of 1.4 million pounds than other feasible designs. 
The Phase 2 of the MDO process includes one more challenging objective to minimize the 
power production rate. The optimizer found the optimum design smaller than the Phase 1 
design with lower power production rate. The power production rate of the optimum design is 
found to be $2644.95/kW. The reference value of the wind turbine power production rate (U.S. 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) [28]) is $3937/kW. The optimum blade design is more 
cost effective than off-shore wind turbines, and the length of the blade is almost double the 
length of the largest wind turbine. 
The results obtained are valid under the assumptions defined in this research. For more 
realistic results, the following are recommended for future research: 
• A more accurate and detailed manufacturing cost estimation data are required for 
realistic financial calculations. 
• The FE model used in this research had rough mesh because the FE model is 
calibrated based on Ong and Tsai's paper [10]. However, a finer mesh will produce a 
more accurate FEA results. 
• In addition to static and modal analysis, buckling analysis should also be considered 
for a much safer design. 
• A precise loading conditions need to be considered for future research. The 
aerodynamic wind loading obtained from computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and 
the loading due to gravity are strongly recommended. 
• Finally, a "fast-converging" optimization technique is also recommended for future 
work. 
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10. Conclusions 
An MDO process developed in this research is used to find an optimum HCLS of a large scale 
hybrid laminated wind turbine blade. The developed MDO process can search a hybrid 
composite laminate layup schedule using the state-of-the-art optimization techniques. 
Moreover, the MDO process considered various constraints simultaneously to search for an 
optimum design. This design approach allows for producing an optimum design that is robust. 
The optimum solution of HCLS of a wind turbine blade is obtained from a number of 
independent design variables. This MDO research has produced large scale wind turbine 
designs that have maximized the energy production and profit over a 20 year lifetime. 
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Appendix 
A. NASTRAN Input File 
The input file is comprised of five distinct sections and three required one-line delimiter 
which must follow the sequence shown in Figure 68. These delimiters and sections are 
described in Figure 68. [29] 
The bulk data entry section contains model data such as coordinate systems, loads, 
constraints, material properties, element properties, nodes and elements. The bulk data 
contains 10 fields (columns) and each field is 8 letter length. Parameters of NASTRAN also can 
be contained in bulk data entry of NASTRAN input file. The parameter starts with "PARAM" bulk 
data entry and comma "," can be used as delimiter. 
NASTRAN 
Statement 
Option n I 
File Management 
Statements Optional 
Executive Control 
Statements 
CEND 
Case Control 
Commands 
BEGIN BULK 
Bulk Data 
Entries 
Required Section 
Required Delimiter 
Required Section 
Required 
Required Section 
KNMMIA Required 
Figure 68. NX NASTRAN input file structure. [29] 
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A.l. An example of NASTRAN input Files 
One of example of NASTRAN input file generated from Master.xls file. 
[INIT MASTER(S) 
NASTRAN SYSTEM(442)=-1, SYSTEM(319) 
I D S andi aO 4,Femap 
SOL SESTATIC 
TIME 10000 
CEND 
TITLE = Rotate 
ECHO = NONE 
DISPLACEMENT(PLOT) = ALL 
SPCFORCE(PLOT) = ALL 
OLOAD(PLOT) = ALL 
FORCE(PLOT,CORNER) = ALL 
STRESS(PLOT,CORNER) = ALL 
STRAIN(PLOT,FIBER,CORNER) = 
SPC = 1 
LOAD = 2 
BEGIN BULK 
PARAM, NOCOMPS,0 
PARAM, MAXRAT 10,1.-
PARAM, POST,-1 
PARAM, OGEOM, NO 
PARAM, AUTOS PC, YES 
PARAM, K6ROT, 100. 
PARAM, GRDPNT,0 
PARAM, NOFISR,l 
CORD2C 1 
+FEMAPC1 1. 
CORD2S 2 
t-10 
0 
0. 
0 
+FEMAPC2 1. 0. 
$ Femap with NX Nastran Load 
RFORCE 2 0 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
FORCE 2 
5 
6 
15 
16 
17 
18 
358 
= ALL 
0. 
1. 
0. 
=1 
0. 0. 0. 
0. 0. 0. 
1. 
Set 2 : Rotating Condition 
01.626914 0.-.166571 -
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
$ Femap with NX Nastran Constraint 
SPCl 1 123456 6 
SPCl 1 123456 7 
SPCl 1 123456 8 
SPCl 1 123456 9 
SPCl 1 123456 10 
SPCl 1 123456 480 
$ Femap with NX Nastran Property 1 
PCOMP 1 0. 
+ 3 
+ 2 
|+ 2 
.01 
.0375 
.0375 
0. 
90. 
90. 
4. 018.78501 
4. 06.286357 
4. 03.395662 
4. 06.853947 
4. 06.975134 
4. 019.31911 
4. 0 061 
Set 1 : Untitled 
: Sec 01 Top 
3600. TSAI 
YES 1 .06 
YES 2 .0375 
YES 2 .0375 
0. 
0. 
.98 603 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
.25257 
0. 
90. 
90. 
1.+FEMAPC1 
1.+FEMAPC2 
+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
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+ 
+ 
+ 
$ Femap wi 
PCOMP 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
$ Femap wi 
PCOMP 
+ 
$ Femap wi 
MAT8 
+MT 1 
+MA 1 
$ Femap wi 
MAT8 
+MT 2 
+MA 2 
$ Femap wi 
MAT8 
+MT 3 
+MA 3 
$ Femap wi 
MAT8 
+MT A 
+MA A 
$ Femap wi 
MAT1 
th 
th 
th 
th 
th 
th 
th 
2 
2 
2 
.0375 
.0375 
.0375 
90. 
90. 
90. 
NX Nastran Property 
2 
3 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
.01 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
NX Nastran Property 
27 
3 .01 
0. 
0. 
NX Nastran Material 
13930000.1640000. 
0. 0. 0. 
NX Nastran Material 
26140000.1410000. 
0. 0. 0. 
NX Nastran Material 
31100000.1100000. 
0. 0. 0. 
NX Nastran Material 
10 
0. 
2.+71300000. 
0. 0. 
NX Nastran Material 
11 
+MT B 215000. 
MAT4 
GRID 
GRID 
GRID 
GRID 
GRID 
GRID 
CQUAD4 
CQUAD4 
CQUAD4 
CQUAD4 
CQUAD4 
CQUAD4 
RBE2 
RBE2 
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1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
480 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
363 
364 
389 
2.9+71.0985+7 
240000. 
.8611-4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
14 
379 
403 
156000. 
YES 2 
YES 2 
YES 2 
2 : Sec_02_Top 
3600. TSAI 
YES 1 
YES 10 
YES 10 
YES 10 
YES 10 
YES 10 
.0375 
.0375 
.0375 
.06 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
27 : Sec_13_Bottom 
3600. TSAI 
YES 1 .09 
1 : DDB340 (TRIAX) 
.3 940000. 
88200. 53100. 
2 : C260 
.3 940000. 
103000. 49800. 
3 : MAT 
.3 940000. 
19000. 20000. 
0. 
13600. 
0. 
2300. 
0. 
19000. 
10 : CFRP AS/H3501 
.31030000. 
209800. 209800. 
0. 
7500. 
11 : AISI 4340 Steel 
.327.3315-4 
38.647.3315-4 
97.9998-
97.9998-
97.9998-
97.9998-
97.9998-
-14.078111.17793 
-16.22218.497888 
-17.91815.576144 
-19.0234 2.43137 
-19.3557-.912756 
49.999913.59675-9.34758 
1 
2 
3 
4 
11 
403 
123456 
123456 
2 9 
3 8 
4 7 
5 6 
12 13 
402 401 
22 
366 
6.6-6 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
10 
9 
8 
7 
14 
404-
90. 
90. 
90. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0.2 
15000. 
0.1 
2300. 
0.2 
20000. 
0.1 
29900. 
70. 
-90. 
-90. 
-90. 
-90. 
-90. 
179.647 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES 
+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES+ 
YES 
+ 
YES 
.2149-4+MT 
15000.+MA 
.6255-4+MT 
3600.+MA 
.6779-5+MT 
13000.+MA 
.3351-4+MT 
13500.+MA 
+MT 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
A 
A 
B 
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CQUAD4 396 17 104 415 405 67 -90. 
CQUAD4 617 15 476 470 41 39-1.19558 
ENDDATA 
B. Master.xls Excel File 
B.l. Optimization Tab 
The optimization tab is the tab where HEEDS portal writes design variables and reads 
the responses. Variables and responses are tagged with HEEDS through Optimization Tab, 
because HEEDS can read only one sheet in an Excel file although there are multiple sheets in 
an Excel file. All of responses are calculated or returned in the optimization tab. 
B.2. Campbell Diagram Tab 
All of calculation related with mode separation and mode interference constraints are 
done in this tab. The pass/fail of those constraints are returned into Optimization tab. 
Moreover, this tab draws the Campbell diagram. 
B.3. Surface Data Tab 
Area data of surface of each region are stored in this tab. This tab calculates scaled 
surface area depending on the scale factor value. The projected area to X-Y plane, drag area, 
lift area, spar area of each station are listed in this tab. 
B.4. Layup, Layup_distribute and LayupJJneup Tabs 
The Layup tabs are used to align the layup data from Optimization tab to NASTRAN 
input code format. The Get_8digit() and Get_8digit_dot() functions are used to obtain 8 
letter format of NASTRAN. 
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The Get_AmongMatch() is used to attach layers away from another layer due to 
creation of blank layers between those two layer groups. The blank layers occur while 
optimization process when the number of layers or thickness of a layer is zero. A set of 
columns which counts non-blank layers of each row are created for every section and 
Get_AmongMatch() function lineups only the corresponding non-blank layers for the 
section. The blank layups should be eliminated because NASTRAN will face fatal error if 
there are zero thicknesses in a laminate, or the NASTRAN will understand the blank lines 
between other non-blank layup by duplicating the last layup just before the blank layup as 
much as the blank layups are exist. An example of layup tab is shown in Figure 69. 
The function Get_LayupLinup() can be used when the number of layer is changed 
without changing order of material sequence in a laminate layup. 
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m A 
32^Sec02 
33 
34 
35 
36 
3?" 
J®1 
3<T 
JUL 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48, 
49 
50^ 
51 
52 1 
54^ 
5? 
56 
B C D 
_Tof Material Thickness Orientation 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
0.01 
0.06 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0.00591 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
E 
3 
1 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
.01 0 
.06 0 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
F 
YES 
YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
0. YES 
S T U
 4 V l W 
$ Femap with NX Nastran Property 2: Sec_02_Top 
PCOMP 2 0. 3600. TSAI + 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
3 
1 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
.01 0 
.06 0 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
.00591 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
YES 
YES 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
33 
35 
37 
39 
41 
43 
45 
47 
49 
51 
53 
55 
34 
36 
38 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
52 
54 
56 
1 + 
2 + 
3 + 
4 + 
5 + 
6 + 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
3 .01 0 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
YES 1 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
0. 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
.06 0. 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
10 .00591 
YES+ 
0. YES+ 
0. YES+ 
0. YES+ 
0. YES+ 
0. YES 
1 Cell 
E34 
133 
134 
J33 
J34 
L33 
P33 
Q33 
P34 
| S33 
Function 
=IF(C34=0,"",Get_8digit(B34)8tGet_8digit_dot(C34)&Get_8digit_dot(D34)&" YES") 
=IF(E33="",0,1) 
=IF(E34="",I33/I33+1) 
=133 
=IF(I33=I34,""/I34) 
=Get_AmongMatch(K33,"J33:J54,,,"E,,,"Layup") 
=ROW() 
=P33+1 
=P33+2 
=IF(CellVal(P33/12)=0,""/"+ "8lCellVal(P33/12))&IF(CellVal(Q33,12)=0,,",,CellVal(Q33,12)&IF(CellVal(P34/12)=0/",,/"+")) 
Figure 69. An example of PCOMP code generation using Get_AmongMatch() function in Layup tab. 
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B.5. Rotate.dat, Stop.dat and Modal.dat Tabs 
Those tabs store the baseline NASTRAN input codes. The codes from beginning of the 
input code to before the bulk data entries, and the coordinates and the constraints in the 
bulk data entry section are used to create updated NASTRAN input file in RotateJT, Stop_T 
and Modal Tabs. 
B.6. SF JVIesh Tab 
The SFJVIesh tab is made to generate GRID bulk data entries which are updated with 
the scale factor. Each field of GRID bulk data entries of baseline NASTRAN code are stored in 
separate cells and the coordinates of X, Y, Z are multiplied by scale factor independently to 
generate scaled GRID bulk data entries. The element data such as CQUAD4 bulk data entries 
are also included in this tab. 
B.7. Rotate_Load and Stop_Load Tabs 
The Rotate_Load and Stop_Load tabs contain the loading data and those data are 
updated depending on the scale factor in a similar manner used in SF_Mesh tab. 
B.8. RotateJT, Stop_T and Modal Tabs 
All the updated NASTRAN codes are collected in those tabs for each different NASTRAN 
analysis. Each tab makes one complete NASTRAN input file. Those tabs are stored as plane 
text files with .prn extension independently using datCreateO macro while the optimization 
process is running the Excel_DV analysis. 
B.9. Get_8digit() Function 
The function Get_8digit() is the function which coverts integer numbers to 8 digit format 
of NASTRAN. 
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Function Get_8digit (Val_in) 
L = Len(Val_in) 
Left8 = Left(Val_in, 
If L = 7 Then 
Get_8digit = " " 
Elself L = 6 Then 
Get_8digit = " 
Elself L = 5 Then 
Get 8digit = " 
Elself L = 4 Then 
Get_8digit = " 
Elself L = 3 Then 
Get_8digit = " 
Elself L = 2 Then 
Get 8digit = " 
Elself L = 1 Then 
Get_8digit = " 
Else 
8) 
& Left8 
" & Left8 
" & Left8 
" & Left8 
" & Left8 
" & Left8 
" & Left8 
Get_8digit = Left8 
End If 
End Function 
B.10. Get_8digit_dot() Function 
The function Get_8digit_dot() is the function which coverts real numbers to 8 digit 
format of NASTRAN. Because the NASTRAN has its own expression of real numbers, the real 
numbers need to be converted NASTRAN real number format using Get_8digit_dot(). This 
function is valid in the following region. 
-1E+21 < input value < -1E-20, 0, +1E-20 < input value < +1E+21 
The list shown in Table 35 are examples of conversions. The ^  symbol means a space. 
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Table 35. Examples of NASTRAN real number format. 
Number without Format 
0 
- 5 1 6 . 3 5 
6 8 1 1 
9 
- 5 1 3 4 2 . 1 5 3 7 9 
8 4 2 3 1 5 6 1 8 4 . 1 5 4 
- 1 2 3 4 6 5 5 6 5 4 3 2 3 8 4 0 0 
- 6 3 8 1 5 9 
- 6 3 8 1 5 9 6 
6 3 8 1 5 9 6 
6 3 8 1 5 9 6 7 
NASTRAN Format 
0 . 
- 5 1 6 . 3 5 
6 8 1 1 . 
9 . 
- 5 1 3 4 2 . 2 
8 .4232+9 
- 1 . 2 3 + 1 6 
- 6 3 8 1 5 9 . 
- 6 . 3 8 2 + 6 
6381596. 
6.3816+7 
Function Get_8digit_dot (Val_in) 
LVal = Len(Val_in) 
If Val_in = 0 Then '0 
digit8 = " 0." 
Elself Val in > 0 And Val in < 1 Then '0-1 
0.001 And Val_in < 1 Then 
Mid(Round(Val in, 7), 2, 8) 
"-5" 
If Val_in >= 
digit8 = 
Else 
If Val_in >= 0.0001 And Val_in < 0.001 Then 'le-4 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000, 4) & 
Elself Val_in >= 0.00001 And Val_in < 0.0001 Then 'le-5 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000, 4) & 
Elself Val_in >= 0.000001 And Val_in < 0.00001 Then ' le-6 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000, 4) & "-6" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.0000001 And Val_in < 0.000001 Then 'le-7 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000000, 4) & "-7" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.00000001 And Val_in < 0.0000001 Then 'le-8 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000, 4) & "-8" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.000000001 And Val_in < 0.00000001 Then 'le-9 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000000, 4) & "-9" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.0000000001 And Val_in < 0.000000001 Then *le-10 
digit8 = Wor k s he e t Funct ion. Round (Val__in * 10000000000#, 3) & "-10" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.00000000001 And Val_in < 0.0000000001 Then 'le-11 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000000#, 3) & "-11" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.000000000001 And Val_in < 0.00000000001 Then 'le-12 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000000000#, 3) & "-12" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.0000000000001 And Val_in < 0.000000000001 Then 'le-13 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000000000000#, 3) & "-13" 
Elself Val_in >= 0.00000000000001 And Val_in < 0.0000000000001 Then 'le-14 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000000000#, 3) & "-14" 
Elself Val__in >= 0.000000000000001 And Val_in < 0.00000000000001 Then 'le-15 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+15, 3) & "-15" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E-16 And Val_in < 0.000000000000001 Then 'le-16 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+16, 3) & "-16" 
Elself Val in >= 1E-17 And Val in < 1E-16 Then 'le-17 
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digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+17, 3) & "-17" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E-18 And Val_in < 1E-17 Then 'le-18 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+18, 3) & "-18" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E-19 And Val_in < 1E-18 Then 'le-19 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+19, 3) & "-19" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E-20 And Val_in < 1E-19 Then 'le-20 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+20, 3) & "-20" 
Else 
digit8 = " 0." 
End If 
If Len(digit8) = 3 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 1) & "." & Right(digit8, 2) 
Elself Len(digit8) = 4 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 1) & "." & Right(digit8, 3) 
End If 
End If 
Elself Val_in < 0 And Val_in > -1 Then '-1-0 
If Val_in > -1 And Val_in <= -0.001 Then 
digit8 = "-" & Mid(Round(Val_in, 6), 3, 7) 
Else 
If Val_in > -0.001 And Val_in <= -0.0001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000, 3) & "-4" 
Elself Val_in > -0.0001 And Val_in <= -0.00001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000, 3) & "-5" 
Elself Val_in > -0.00001 And Val_in <= -0.000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000, 3) & "-6" 
Elself Val_in > -0.000001 And Val_in <= -0.0000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000000, 3) & "-7" 
Elself Val_in > -0.0000001 And Val_in <= -0.00000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000, 3) & "-8" 
Elself Val_in > -0.00000001 And Val_in <= -0.000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000000, 3) & "-9" 
Elself Val_in > -0.000000001 And Val_in <= -0.0000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000000000#, 2) & "-10" 
Elself Val_in > -0.0000000001 And Val_in <= -0.00000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000000#, 2) & "-11" 
Elself Val_in > -0.00000000001 And Val_in <= -0.000000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1000000000000#, 2) & "-12" 
Elself Val_in > -0.000000000001 And Val_in <= -0.0000000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 10000000000000#, 2) & "-13" 
Elself Val_in > -0.0000000000001 And Val_in <= -0.00000000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 100000000000000#, 2) & "-14" 
Elself Val_in > -0.00000000000001 And Val_in <= -0.000000000000001 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+15, 2) & "-15" 
Elself Val_in > -0.000000000000001 And Val_in <= -1E-16 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+16, 2) & "-16" 
Elself Val_in > -1E-16 And Val_in <= -1E-17 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+17, 2) & "-17" 
Elself Val_in > -1E-17 And Val_in <= -1E-18 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+18, 2) & "-18" 
Elself Val_in > -1E-18 And Val_in <= -1E-19 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+19, 2) & "-19" 
Elself Val_in > -1E-19 And Val_in <= -1E-20 Then 
digit8 = WorksheetFunction.Round(Val_in * 1E+20, 2) & "-20" 
Else 
digit8 = " 0." 
End If 
If Len(digit8) = 4 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 2) & "." & Right(digit8, 2) 
Elself Len(digit8) = 5 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 2) & "." & Right(digit8, 3) 
End If 
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End If 
Elself Val_in >= 1 Then ' 1~ 
If Val_in >= 1 And Val_in < 10000000 Then 
If Val_in >= 1 And Val_in < 10 The 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 6), 8 
Elself Val_in >= 10 And Val_in < 100 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 5), 8) 
Elself Val_in >= 100 And Val_in < 1000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 4), 8) 
Elself Val_in >= 1000 And Val_in < 10000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 3), 8) 
Elself Val_in >= 10000 And Val_in < 100000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 2), 8) 
Elself Val_in >= 100000 And Val_in < 1000000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 1), 8) 
Elself Val_in >= 1000000 And Val_in < 10000000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 0), 8) 
End If 
dec = digit8 - WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(digit8, 0) 
If dec = 0 Then 
digit8 = digit8 & "." 
End If 
Elself Val_in >= 10000000 Then 
If Val_in >= 10000000 And Val_in < 100000000 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000, 4) & "+7" 
Elself Val_in >= 100000000 And Val_in < 1000000000 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000, 4) & "+8" 
Elself Val_in >= 1000000000 And Val_in < 10000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1000000000, 4) & "+9" 
Elself Val_in >= 10000000000# And Val_in < 100000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000000#, 3) & "+10" 
Elself Val_in >= 100000000000# And Val_in < 1000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000000#, 3) & "+11" 
Elself Val_in >= 1000000000000# And Val_in < 10000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1000000000000#, 3) & "+12" 
Elself Val_in >= 10000000000000# And Val_in < 100000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000000000#, 3) & "+13" 
Elself Val_in >= 100000000000000# And Val_in < 1E+15 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000000000#, 3) & "+14" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+15 And Val_in < 1E+16 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+15, 3) & "+15" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+16 And Val_in < 1E+17 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+16, 3) & "+16" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+17 And Val_in < 1E+18 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+17, 3) & "+17" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+18 And Val_in < 1E+19 Then 
digit8 = Round (Val_in / 1E+18, 3) & "+18" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+19 And Val_in < 1E+20 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+19, 3) & "+19" 
Elself Val_in >= 1E+20 And Val_in < 1E+21 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+20, 3) & "+20" 
Else 
digit8 = "+OverE20" 
End If 
If Len(digit8) = 3 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 1) & "." & Right(digit8, 2) 
Elself Len(digit8) = 4 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 1) & "." & Right(digit8, 3) 
End If 
End If 
Elself Val_in <= -1 Then '—1 
If Val in <= -1 And Val in > -1000000 Then 
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If Val_in <= -1 And Val_in > -10 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 5), 8) 
Elself Val_in <= -10 And Val_in > -100 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 4), 8) 
Elself Val_in <= -100 And Val_in > -1000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 3), 8) 
Elself Val_in <= -1000 And Val_in > -10000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 2), 8) 
Elself Val_in <= -10000 And Val_in > -100000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 1), 8) 
Elself Val_in <= -100000 And Val_in > -1000000 Then 
digit8 = Left(Round(Val_in, 0), 8) 
End If 
dec = digit8 - WorksheetFunction.RoundDown(digit8, 0) 
If dec = 0 Then 
digit8 = digit8 & "." 
End If 
Elself Val_in <= -1000000 Then 
If Val_in <= -1000000 And Val_in > -10000000 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1000000, 3) & "+6" 
Elself Val_in <= -10000000 And Val_in > -100000000 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000, 3) & "+7" 
Elself Val_in <= -100000000 And Val_in > -1000000000 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000, 3) & "+8" 
Elself Val_in <= -1000000000 And Val_in > -10000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1000000000, 3) & "+9" 
Elself Val_in <= -10000000000# And Val_in > -100000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000000#, 2) & "+10" 
Elself Val_in <= -100000000000# And Val_in > -1000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000000#, 2) & "+11" 
Elself Val_in <= -1000000000000# And Val_in > -10000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1000000000000#, 2) & "+12" 
Elself Val_in <= -10000000000000# And Val_in > -100000000000000# Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 10000000000000#, 2) & "+13" 
Elself Val_in <= -100000000000000# And Val_in > -1E+15 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 100000000000000#, 2) & "+14" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+15 And Val_in > -1E+16 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+15, 2) & "+15" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+16 And Val_in > -1E+17 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+16, 2) & "+16" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+17 And Val_in > -1E+18 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+17, 2) & "+17" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+18 And Val_in > -1E+19 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+18, 2) & "+18" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+19 And Val_in > -1E+20 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+19, 2) & "+19" 
Elself Val_in <= -1E+20 And Val_in > -1E+21 Then 
digit8 = Round(Val_in / 1E+20, 2) & "+20" 
Else 
digit8 = "-UndrE20" 
End If 
If Len(digit8) = 4 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 2) & "." & Right(digit8, 2) 
Elself Len(digit8) = 5 Then 
digit8 = Left(digit8, 2) & "." & Right(digit8, 3) 
End If 
End If 
End If 
L = Len(digit8) 
If L = 7 Then 
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str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Elself L 
str8 
Else 
str8 
End If 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
Get_8digit_ 
End Functi( 
if 
6 
if 
5 
if 
4 
ii 
3 
II 
2 
II 
1 
II 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
Then 
" & digit8 
digit8 
dot = str8 
sn 
B.ll. Get_AmongMatch() Function 
The Get_AmongMatch() function searches a row which has same value in a chosen 
region of a column and returns the value at the same row of specified column. 
Function Get AmongMatch(MatchVal, ChkRange, ColNum, 
For Each c In Worksheets(TabName).Range(ChkRange) 
If c.Value = MatchVal Then 
Get_AmongMatch = Worksheets(TabName).Cells( 
Exit For 
End If 
Next 
End Function 
TabName) 
c.Row, ColNum) .Value 
B.12. Get_LayupLineup() Function 
The Get_LayupLineup() function can be used for line up of the layups with different 
materials consequently. 
Function Get LayupLineup(PlyNum, 
Mat4ply) 
If PlyNum <= MatlPly Then 
Get_LayupLineup = Matl 
Elself PlyNum > MatlPly And 
Get_LayupLineup = Mat2 
Matl, 
PlyNum <= 
MatlPly, 
MatlPly + 
Mat2, Mat2Ply, 
Mat2Ply Then 
Mat3, Mat3ply, Mat 4, tt 
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Elself PlyNum > MatlPly + Mat2Ply And PlyNum <= MatlPly + Mat2Ply + Mat3ply Then 
Get_LayupLineup = Mat3 
Elself PlyNum > MatlPly + Mat2Ply + Mat3ply And PlyNum <= MatlPly + Mat2Ply it 
+ Mat3ply + Mat4ply Then 
Get_LayupLineup = Mat4 
Else 
Get_LayupLineup = "" 
End If 
End Function 
B.13. CellValO Function 
The CellValO function returns the value of specified cell. 
Function CellVal(Row, 
End 
CellVal = 
Function 
Col) 
Cells(Row, Col) .Value 
B.14. datCreateO Macro 
The datCreateO macro saves updated NASTRAN input codes from Excel to text file. 
Sub datCreate() 
t 
1
 datCreate Macro 
! 
Windows("Opt_Sandia_Eng.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Dim Path As String 
Dim N As String 
Path = Sheets("Optimization").Cells(1, 3) 
N = Sheets("Optimization").Cells(2, 3) 
ChDir Path 
Sheets("Layup_Lineup").Select 
Application.CalculateFullRebuild 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("Al").Select 
ActiveWorkbook. Save 
Sheets("Sandia_T").Select 
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ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename: = 
Path & "\Sandia_T.prn", File 
xlTextPrinter, CreateBackup: 
Sheets("Sandia_M").Select 
ActiveWorkbook.SaveAs Filename: = 
Path & "\Sandia_M.prn", File 
xlTextPrinter, CreateBackup: 
ActiveWorkbook.Close False 
End Sub 
Format:= _ 
=False 
Format:= _ 
=False 
C. out.pro FEMAP Program File 
The out.pro Program File is used for macro script of FEMAP. This Program File lists the 
results data to out.lst file. 
{\rtfl\ansi\ansicpgl252\deff0\deflangl033{\fonttbl{\f0\fnil Courier New;}{\fl\fnil 
Tahoma;}{\f2\fnil\fcharset0 Tahoma;}} 
{\colortbl ;\redO\greenO\blueO;} 
\viewkind4\ucl\pard\cfl\fO\fsl7\par 
\fl #SILENT(2) \fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1033\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl <A-tx~OxDownXDownXA-n>\fO\par 
\fi a 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_R_T\\\\Rotate_T.prn<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Visibility\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2454\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Visibility\fO\par 
\fl $ Entity / Label \fO\par 
\fl <@15201><T0~18000><OK>\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Rotate\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2009\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Rotate\fO\par 
\fl <@11401>-60<(311403>30<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ =============:===========================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Results\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1034\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import Results From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl H 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_R_T\\\\Rotate_t.op2<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Select\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2004\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Select\fO\par 
\fl <@14202xPUSHXA-DX@12003xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Postprocessing Data\fO\par 
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\fl <@19517>6060. .<@12005xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Contour Options\f0\par 
\fl <@14001XPUSHX@14102xPUSHX@14101XPUSHX@13001xPUSHXOK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ =======:=================================\bO\fO\par 
\ b \ f l $ L i s t Dest ina t ion\bO\fO\par 
\ f l \ { ~ 1 5 7 3 \ } \ f 0 \ p a r 
\ f l $ L i s t i n g Des t ina t ion \ fO\par 
\ f l <A-FXA-MXA-MXA-SXA-tX~OXDown><DownXA-n>\fO\par 
\ f l C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\FEMAP_out\\\\out.lst<OK>\fO\par 
\ f l #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\ f l <OK>\fO\par 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Check Mass Properties\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1706\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Element(s) to Check\fO\par 
\fl <A-SXOK>\fO\par 
\fl $ Check Mass Properties\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\ b \ f l $ Output Process\bO\fO\par 
\ f l \ { ~ 1 2 3 9 \ } \ f 0 \ p a r 
\ f l $ Process Output Data\fO\par 
\ f l <@15201XT6~14801XPUSHX@12505><PUSH>\f0\par 
\ f l $ Se lec t Output Sets t o Process \ fO\par 
\ f2 l \ f l <@12001XPUSH>\f2 <TABXTABXTABXTABXTABXTAB>6060\fl 1t 
<@12002xPUSHXOK>\fO\par 
\ f l <OK>\fO\par 
\ f l \ { ~ 8 2 9 \ } \ f 0 \ p a r 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\ f l <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>1. .<OK>\fO\par 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\ f 1 <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>2 . . <OK>\f 0\par 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\fl <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>3. .<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{-1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\f 1 <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>4 . . <OK>\f 0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
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\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\ f l <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>9000000. .<OK>\fO\par 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Rebuild Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1023\}\f0\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Save As Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1004\}\f0\par 
\fl It 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\FEMAP_out\\\\Rotate_T.modfem<OK>\fO It 
\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Close Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1041\}\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1033\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl <A-tX~OxDownXDownXA-n>\fO\par 
\fl It 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_S_T\\\\Stop_T.prn<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\f1 $ View Visibility\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2454\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Visibility\fO\par 
\fl $ Entity / Label \fO\par 
\fl <@15201><T0~18000><OK>\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Rotate\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2009\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Rotate\fO\par 
\fl <@11401>-60<@11403>30<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Results\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1034\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import Results From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl It 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_S_T\\\\stop_t.op2<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Select\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{-2004\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Select\fO\par 
\fl <@14202xPUSHXA-DX@12003xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Postprocessing Data\fO\par 
\fl <@19517>6060. .<@12005xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Contour Options\f0\par 
\fl <@14001XPUSHX@14102XPUSHX@14101XPUSHX@13001XPUSHXOK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Output Process\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{-1239\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Process Output Data\fO\par 
\fl <@15201><T6~14801XPUSHX@12505XPUSH>\f0\par 
\fl $ Select Output Sets to Process\fO\par 
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\ f2 l \ f l <@12001XPUSH>\f2 <TABXTABXTABXTABXTABXTAB>6060\fl 
<@12002xPUSHXOK>\fO\par 
\ f l <OK>\fO\par 
\ f l \ { ~ 8 2 9 \ } \ f 0 \ p a r 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\fl <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>1. .<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\f 1 <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>2 . . <OK>\f 0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\fl <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>3. .<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\ f 1 <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>4 . . <OK>\f 0\par 
\ b \ f l $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\fl <A-SXA-VX@13004XPUSHXA-AX@19000>9000000. .<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Rebuild Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1023\}\f0\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Save As Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1004\}\f0\par 
\fl It 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\FEMAP_out\\\\Stop_T.modfem<OK>\fO\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Close Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{-1041\}\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1033\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_M\\\\Modal.prn<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Visibility\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{-2454\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Visibility\fO\par 
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\fl $ Entity / Label \fO\par 
\fl <@15201><T0~18000><OK>\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Rotate\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2009\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Rotate\fO\par 
\fl <@11401>-60<@11403>30<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ =======================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Import Results\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1034\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Import Results From\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\NASTRAN_M\\\\Modal.op2<OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ View Select\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~2004\}\f0\par 
\fl $ View Select\fO\par 
\fl <A-DX@14202xPUSHX@12003xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Postprocessing Data\fO\par 
\fl <@19517>1. .<@19514>1. .<@12005xPUSH>\fO\par 
\fl $ Select Contour Options\f0\par 
\fl <@13001XPUSHX@14001XPUSHXOK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\fl <OK>\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ List Output Unformatted\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1566\}\f0\par 
\fl $ Entity Selection - Select Output Set(s) to List\fO\par 
\fl <A-SXOK>\fO\par 
\fl $ List Unformatted Output\f0\par 
\fl <A-VX@13004XPUSHX@13006XPUSHXA-A><@19000>1. .<OK>\f 0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Rebuild Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1023\}\f0\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Save As Model\bO\f0\par 
\fl\{~1004\}\f0\par 
\fl It 
C:\\\\MOHCWTS\\\\Opt05\\\\HEEDS_0\\\\DesignN\\\\FEM7VP_out\\\\Modal.modfem<OK>\fO\par 
\fl #OPT(Y)\fO\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Close Model\bO\fO\par 
\fl\{~1041\}\f0\par 
\b\fl $ ========================================\bO\fO\par 
\b\fl $ Exit\bO\fO\par 
\f1\{~1025\}\cf0\f2\fsl7\par 
} 
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D. out.lst List File 
One of the examples of out.lst file is given below: 
Mass Center of Gravity in CSys 0 
Structural = 0.651234 X= 109.4466 Y= 4.060044 Z= 
Nonstructural 0. X= 0. Y= 0. Z= 
Total Mass = 0.651234 X= 109.4466 Y= 4.060044 Z= 
Inertias about CSys 0 
Ixx = 88.25281 Ixy= 388.0067 
lyy = 12067.94 Iyz= 13.47059 
Izz = 12125.21 Izx= 79.72406 
Total Length (Line Elements only) = 
Total Area (Area Elements only) = 
Total Volume (All Elements) 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 1 - Total Translation 
Displacement Summary 
Maximum Value 24.9372 Output 
Minimum Value 0. Output 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 2 - Tl Translation 
Displacement Summary 
Maximum Value 0.4335 Output 
Minimum Value -0.1922 Output 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 3 - T2 Translation 
Displacement Summary 
Maximum Value 0.58064 Output 
Minimum Value -3.8901 Output 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 4 - T3 Translation 
Displacement Summary 
Maximum Value 24.6329 Output 
Minimum Value -0.80031 Output 
Inertias about C.G. in CSys 
Ixx = 76.81541 Ixy= 
lyy = 4266.385 Iyz= 
Izz = 4313.625 Izx= 
0. 
22638.62 
3351.855 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
Vector 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
(Model Vector 434) 
- Total Translation 
- Total Translation 
(Model Vector 7) 
- Tl Translation 
- Tl Translation 
(Model Vector 8) 
- T2 Translation 
- T2 Translation 
(Model Vector 9) 
- T3 Translation 
- T3 Translation 
1.038597 
0. 
1.038597 
0 
98.62545 
10.72449 
5.697651 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 9000000 - Avg-Converted Vec 6060 (Model Vector 569) 
Summary 
Maximum Value 0.55616 Output Vector 9000000 - Avg-Converted Vec 6060 
Minimum Value 0.00042427 Output Vector 9000000 - Avg-Converted Vec 6060 
Output Set 1 - NX NASTRAN Case 1 
Output Vector 1 - Total Translation 
Displacement Summary 
Maximum Value 20.0351 Output 
Minimum Value 0. Output 
Vector 
Vector 
Output Set 1 - Mode 1, 6.888849 Hz 
From = NX Nastran Analysis Type = 
Notes: 
1 
1 
(Model Vector 434) 
- Total Translation 
- Total Translation 
= Modes Value = 6. 88885 
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From: 
Date : 
MODAL 
Output 
From 
Notes: 
From: 
Date : 
MODAL 
Z:\\MOHCWTS\\Opt04\\HEEDS 
Wed Mar 23 21:21:43 2011~ 
_0\\Desi 
Set 2 - Mode 2, 11.20517 Hz 
= NX Nastran Analysis 
£:\\MOHCWTS\\Opt04\\HEEDS 0\\Desi 
Wed Mar 23 21:21:43 2011 
gnN\\NASTRAN_M\\Modal op 2 
Type = Modes Value = 
gnN\\NASTRAN_M\\Modal.op2 
11 2052 
E. HSL Scripts 
The HEEDS Script Language is used to tag a response in a file which has variable length. One 
of the examples of HSL is given below: 
OPEN 
GOTO 
MOVE 
FILE(out.1st) 
STREING(Vector 
DOWN(3) 
GET VALE FREE(3) 
CLOSE_FILE 
9000000, 1) 
F. CostCal.xls Excel File 
The CostCal.xls file has 3 tabs. The Optimization tab is exactly same tab of Master.xls except 
the cells recall the total cost, labor hour, labor cost and material cost. The laminate layup data 
and scale factor are pasted in this tab using SEER() macro of SEER.xls. The Surface Data tab is 
exactly same tab of Master.xls. This tab provides the area, length and width data of each 
section to SEER tab. 
The SEER tab is the tab where the CostLinked.MFG SEER-Mfg file reads layup and dimension 
data of each section. The link from Excel to SEER-Mfg can be established by the following 
process: 
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1. In a prepared SEER-Mfg work element, select rows which will read the data from 
Excel in a work element of SEER-Mfg. 
2. Copy the selected rows by pressing ctrl+c 
3. In an Excel spread sheet, paste the copied work element rows. Then the format of 
the copied rows of a work element will be pasted in Excel spread sheet. 
4. In the Excel spread sheet, select and copy the cells where have the copied work 
element format using ctrl+c. Those cells will be linked with SEER-Mfg. 
5. In the work element in SEER-Mfg, right click and select "Paste Special../'. 
6. In the Paste Special pop-up box, select "Paste Link" and click OK. Then the linked 
rows of the work element will changed to green color. 
Also, the calculated total cost, labor hour, labor cost and material cost are returned into 
the SEER tab. Following is the procedure to establish a link from SEER-Mfg to Excel. 
1. In the main menu of a prepared SEER-Mfg work element, select "Tool" > "Flexible 
Export" 
2. Click "Template" tab. 
3. In "Available Outputs and Inputs" box, double click outputs need to be exported to 
Excel. Then the selected outputs will appear in "Selected Choices". 
4. Change orders as if it needed, use "Move Up" and "Move Down" buttons to change 
order. 
5. Click "Export" button to export the output template to clipboard. 
6. In an Excel spread sheet, select a cell where the exported output from SEER-Mfg will 
be pasted. 
7. Right click and select "Paste Special..." 
8. In the pop upped Paste Special window, select "Paste link:" and select "Text" in "As:" 
box. Then click OK. 
9. The output data will be automatically updated from SEER-Mfg. 
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G. SEER.xls Excel File 
The SEER.xls Excel file includes the SEER() macro which copy the layup data from Master.xls 
file to CostCal.xls file and update link between CostCal.xls Excel file and CostUnked.MFG SEER-
Mfg file. It also copies back the results of cost data to the Master.xls file. Only the Design__Path 
internal variable of HEEDS required to be tagged at cell C2 of SEERjnacro sheet to run the 
SEER() macro. 
G.l. SEERQ Macro 
Sub SEER() 
t 
1
 SEER Macro 
Windows("SEER.xls").Activate 
Sheets("SEERjnacro").Select 
Dim Path As String 
PathSEER = Sheets("SEERjnacro").Cells{2, 3) 
ChDir PathSEER 
1
 Open Master.xls 
Workbooks.Open Filename:=PathSEER & "\Master.xls" 
Windows("Master.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
1
 Copy Layups to Cost_Cal.xls 
Range("A52:H89").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("CostCal.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("A52").Select 
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
:=False, Transpose:=False 
Application.CutCopyMode = False 
1 CoPy S F t o CostCal.xls 
Windows("Master.xls") .Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("C3").Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("CostCal.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("C3").Select 
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
:=False, Transpose:=False 
Application.CutCopyMode = False 
1
 SEER Link Update 
Application.CalculateFullRebuild 
ActiveWorkbook.UpdateLink Name:= _ 
"SEER-MFG.Document|C:\MOHCWTS\Opt05\CostLinked.MFL!\#0:SANDIAWTB VALIDATIONS 
#BAA4158.FLX" 
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, Type:=xlOLELinks ' The UpdateLink class should be recorded again using It 
Record Macro of Developer Tab in Excle when another .MFL file of SEER-Mfg is linked. 
ActiveWorkbook.RefreshAll 
Application.CalculateFullRebuild 
' Copy Cost Calculation Result to Master.xls 
Range("AK5 : AK8") .Select 
Selection.Copy 
Windows("Master.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("AK5").Select 
Selection.PasteSpecial Paste:=xlPasteValues, Operation:=xlNone, SkipBlanks _ 
:=False, Transpose:=False 
Application.CutCopyMode = False 
Range("Al").Select 
ActiveWorkbook.Save 
ActiveWindow. Close 
1
 Initialization of Cost_Cal.xls 
Windows("CostCal.xls").Activate 
Sheets("Optimization").Select 
Range("Al").Select 
End Sub 
H. InitializeO.in File 
Initialization is a technique to import design variables with response values. Using 
initialization technique, the HEEDS optimizer can consider the data which are evaluated before. 
Moreover, if there were wrong response values, the initialization technique allows to import 
the updated values to HEEDS optimization process so that the HEEDS can consider the 
corrected values. 
The instruction to use the initialization technique is as follows: 
1. Backup all of previous results. 
2. Open the HEEDSO.res file in MS Excel with a comma delimiter. 
3. Update the responses with the new values or add new values. 
4. Then remove every column in the file except the independent variables and 
responses considered as objectives and constraints. 
5. Next, rearrange the file such that the variable columns are located before the 
response columns. 
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6. Add a column at column A before the variables and responses (all designs). 
7. If the there is a heading row, delete the row. 
8. The file would appears as given below: 
1, Varl, Var2, Var3, Responsel, Response2 
1, Varl, Var2, Var3, Responsel, Response2 
1, Varl, Var2, Var3, Responsel, Response2 
9. So to recap, all the other columns should be deleted. Make sure all the columns 
other than used in initialization are completely deleted although it is a blank cell. If 
the blank columns are not eliminated, the comma delimited .csv format will adds 
more commas which will cause error during initialization. 
10. Before each design add the following above each row. 
*DESIGN_AND_RESULTS 
The initialize() macro of DESIGN_AND_RESULTS.xls file can be used for this 
procedure. 
11. The file would appear like as below: 
*DESIGN 
1, Varl, 
*DESIGN 
1, Varl, 
*DESIGN 
1, Varl, 
AND RESULTS 
Var2, Var3, 
AND RESULTS 
Var2, Var3, 
AND RESULTS 
Var2, Var3, 
Responsel, 
Responsel, 
Responsel, 
Response2 
Response2 
Response2 
12. Save the Excel file as InitializeO.csv, which is a comma delimited format. 
13. Rename the file InitializeO.in. 
14. Put the InitializeO.in file in the project folder of HEEDS. 
15. When HEEDS starts from scratch, it will read in this InitializeO.in file and its results. 
The start from scratch means start optimization run without selecting restart check 
box of Agent Group Manager in Assembly tab of HEEDS. 
16. Make sure it does read it in. The Agent__Group_l.mes file will tell if there are any 
issues. 
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H.l. InitializeQ macro 
Sub Initialize() 
i 
1
 Macrol Macro 
Windows("InitializeO.xlsx").Activate 
For i = 1 To 660 * 2 Step 2 'put the last row number of the initlization file at 660 
Rows(i).Select 
Selection.Insert Shift:=xlDown, CopyOrigin:=xlFormatFromLeftOrAbove 
Cells(i, 1).Select 
ActiveCell.FormulaRlCl = "*DESIGN_AND_RESULTS" 
Next 
End Sub 
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